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Preface
This report presents the proceedings of the Second Pilot Climate Data System
(PCDS) Workshop held January 29 and 30, 1986, at the NASA/Goddard Space
Flight Center. More than 100 scientists, managers, and other interested
users attended the workshop. The original agenda was altered somewhat by
the unforeseen absence of Dr. Shelby Tilford, Dr. Caldwell McCoy, Jr., and
Dr. John Theon of NASA Headquarters. The actual agenda appears on pages
xi - xiv.
These proceedings are organized in a manner that reflects the major thrusts
of the workshop. The theme and objectives are presented as Section I,
followed by the remarks in absentia (Section 2) of Dr. Caldwell McCoy,
manager of the Information Systems Office at NASA Headquarters, on the
future of the PCDS. Dr. Paul Smith, acting PCDS project manager, chaired
the programmatic session in which he and other members of the PCDS
Development Team gave system status presentations. Abstracts and copies of
the transparencies used in these presentations appear in Section 3. Section
4 and Section 5 are similarly organized. Section 4 is devoted to the
scientific presentations from system users. Technical presentations
concerning networking, university participation, and distribution media
comprise Section 5.
The importance of user feedback and recommendations was stressed throughout
the workshop. Section 6 of the proceedings is devoted to user suggestions
and formal recommendations. Sections 7 and 8 contain the workshop summary
and Dr. Milton Halem's adjournment message, respectively.
This document was prepared by Lola M. Olsen, with editorial assistance from
Jaime Epstein, both of Science Applications Research.
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WELCOME ADDRESS
Dr. Gerald Soffen
Associate Director, Space and Earth Science Directorate
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Dr. Gerald Soffen, associate director of the Space and Earth Sciences
Directorate, welcomed the workshop participants to Goddard and to the Second
Pilot Climate Data System Workshop with an extensive educational overview of
the space flight center. He presented an enlightening session on the
historical and organizational aspects of Goddard. This presentation
included notes on the major organizations within Goddard--flight projects,
engineering, tracking and data network, and the space and Earth sciences.
Special emphasis was given to the numerous laboratories within the Space and
Earth Sciences organization and to the "glue" that holds them all together--
data and computing services. Dr. Soffen expressed his belief that "data is
the heart of the whole issue" and that "the waves of endless numbers are
useless without the understanding and knowledge of how to treat data." He
stressed the importance of appropriately selecting, handling, transferring,
graphing, networking, and integrating data.
In addition, he highlighted details of several special projects within the
laboratories and conveyed a message from Dr. Shelby Tilford at NASA
Headquarters concerning the significance of "Earth system science."
Stressing the systems concept in his message, Dr. Tilford recommended
studying the influences o_ the parts and the linkages within. Dr. Soffen
added that studying "Earth ecology" for an understanding of the "whole"
Earth would prove to be beneficial. In this regard, he noted that the
project scientist sacrifices depth for the breadth necessary to pull
together the intricate parts of a broad-based project.
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1. THEME AND OBJECTIVES OF WORKSHOP

Theme and Objectives of the Workshop
Dr. Paul Smith
Head, Data Management Systems Facility
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Emphasizing the workshop theme, which combined university participation,
network access, and data distribution concepts, Dr. Paul Smith officially
opened the Second Pilot Climate Data System Workshop. Dr. Smith described
the organization of the workshop sessions and noted the opportunity for
"hands-on" experience with the PCDS in the demonstration room. The regrets
expressed by Dr. Tilford, Dr. McCoy, and Dr. Theon of NASA Headquarters in
not being able to attend the workshop as previously scheduled were
communicated in their absence. The presence and support of Ms. Ai Fang of
the Information System Office at Headquarters was recognized. Workshop
participants were informed of the role that Headquarters staff members play
in funding scientific research.
Dr. Smith then outlined the objectives of the workshop and informed the
participants that the entire workshop would be both audio- and videotaped in
order to accurately capture the comments, suggestions, and recommendations
for modifications and improvements of the PCDS.
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_D,S WORKSHOPII
!
o UNIVEBSITY PARTICIPATION
o NET_BK ACCESS
o DATADISTRIBUTION
PCDS WORKSHOPII
OBJECTIVES
o ENHANCEINFORMATIONEXCHANGE(USERS, DATAPRODUCERS, SYSTEM
DEVELOPERS)
t
o ENCOURAGE UNIVERSITY PARTICIPATION
0 UNDERSTAND NETWORK ACCESS POTENTIALS
o CONDUCTDATA AND INFORMATIONDISTRIBUTION DISCUSSION
o PROVIDE "HANDS-ON"EXPERIENCE
o DEVELOP SPECIFIC REC_ATIONS
2. PCDS FUTURE

PCDS Future
Dr. Caldwell McCoy, Jr.
Manager, Information Systems Office
NASA Headquarters
Dr. McCoy's thoughts on the future of the PCDS, which he planned to present
at the workshop, are included here as part of the Proceedings. Dr. Paul
Smith summarized them for the participants.
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Thoughts for Headquarters Talk at Second PCDS Workshop
Title: NASA's Support of PCDS
Speaker: Dr. McCoy
Date: Wednesday, January 29, 1986, at 9:30 A.M.
Good Morning Colleagues:
I am pleased to be here with you this morning to participate in the Pilot
Climate Data System (PCDS) Workshop. The PCDS project has been supported by
the Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA) to develop an
interactive, on-line, generalized scientific data system as a data
management tool in support of climate scientists. Based on the PCDS
experience, we feel intimate involvement of OSSA discipline programs and the
user community will be essential in the successful development and
evaluation of the system. The workshop will bring together the discipline
managers, system developers, and establlshed and potential users of the PCDS
to discuss future PCDS requirements, new data sets, and new capabilities.
The workshop will also provide a forum for the discussion of problems and
the identification and evaluation of innovative ideas.
Usefulness of the PCDS
As you may know, prior to the advent of the PCDS, climate scientists spent
many, many hours determining the availability, location, and quality of
climate data sets before beginning their actual research. Additional time
was required to obtain the needed data and to place that data into usable
formats. In 1980, the Pilot Climate Data System was designed and scoped to
address the most urgent problems of data availability and data access using
cost effective solutions. Since June 1982, scientists with limited budgets
have been able to use the PCDS on-line catalog to access the information on
data availability of more than 150 data sets and the on-line inventory to
find out which of those data sets were available through PCDS. Climate
researchers can take advantage of the PCDS on-line data access capability
for their selection of data subsets by time, geographic area, and data
type. In addition, data manipulatio n and display capabilities offered by
the PCDS allow users to manipulate, compare, and display climate parameters
from diverse data sets. I am glad to be able to tell you that the PCDS is
the first data system in this agency to provide direct on-line data access
capability to the users. The PCDS team, which consists of a dedicated group
of data system experts, has been successful in achieving the required PCDS
goals despite a constrained budget.
User Support
The PCDS was originally developed to support the climate program and NASA
scientists. Support is now being expanded. The PCDS has been selected by
various universities, including the University of Michigan, Iowa State
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University, Pennsylvania State University, and the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, to be used for classroom studies and research projects. For
instance, researchers at Pennsylvania State University will be able to
access the PCDS facility directly over a high-speed data link, migrate data
sets to their local facility, and develop their own data analysis and
weather modeling software using the data sets and tools of the PCDS. These
data sets and tools will be used to support graduate students doing thesis
and classroom projects. During 1986, the Earth Science and Applications
Division (Code EE) and my office, the Information Systems Office (Code EI),
will join together to provide direct user support with communication links
between Goddard and several universities. The implementation of several new
network nodes at locations to be selected by Code EE is in direct response
to the Earth Science and Applications discipline programs' needs. The
on-line data catalog, remote data access, data manipulation, and data
display capabilities provided by the PCDS have proven to be important and
useful to scientific researchers, and these capabilities should be enhanced
to meet the needs of the science community in the Space Station era.
The PCDS in the Future
The PCDS is providing valuable insights into the computer technologies that
may be used in NASA's future information system developments. The PCDS will
continue to evolve and will eventually be an important element of a
powerful, fast, responsive information system, such as the planned Science
and Applications Information System (SAIS) or OSSA's proposed Earth
Observations System (EOS), to support Earth science research in the 1990's
and beyond. SAIS will build upon and integrate all of the existing pilot
data systems developed by t_is office, including the PCDS. This office will
work jointly with OSSA discipline programs to coordinate and utilize
exlstin S data systems and to add new capabilities where needed by discipline
programs and program scientists. We believe that the process of making data
available and providing data management tools to the scientific community is
NASA's prime goal. With PCDS capabilities available, researchers will be
better informed of data availability and will be able to use the available
data to better meet their research needs.
Final ThouKhts
I hope this workshop provides a valuable vehicle for sharing ideas and
exchanging views. I am looking forward to hearing your recommendations to
help us decide where the PCDS should be headed and how it should be advanced
to meet future demand in a shrinklng-federal-budget environment.
Thank you for your participation. Your tasks for the next 2 days will be
challenging. Good luck!
2-4
3. PROGRAMMATIC PRESENTATIONS

Program Status
Dr. Paul Smith
Head, Data Management Systems Facility
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
The Pilot Climate Data System has a new home within the National Space
Science Data Center (NSSDC). The NSSDC has recently reorganized and now
incorporates the Data Management Systems Facility (Dr. Paul Smith, Head) as
one of two major branches. Dr. Joseph King heads the Central Data Services
Facility (the other branch), and Dr. James Green now directs both branches
as head of NSSDC. The new structure resulting from the reorganization
promises to be extremely effective, with many unique opportunities to
incorporate new techniques and technology.
The PCDS has been designed to support a variety of users that have been
arbitrarily categorized into four groups: researchers, data producers,
occasional users, and management. The expanding capabilities of the system
are attracting the attention of both academic and other scientific
institutions worldwide. Highlighted by progress in networking capabilities,
hardware acquisitions, software developments, data set additions, and
tutorial developments, exciting advances have taken place since the First
PCDS Workshop.
In the plans for the 1986 fiscal year, recommendations from an ad hoc users'
group meeting in May 1985 and from the First PCDS Workshop are apparent.
This year's plans are listed, along with comments made at the users' group
meeting.
Although the PCDS is presently considered to be in a developmental phase,
plans for making the transition to an operational phase are being
implemented. The transition at Headquarters affects Dr. Tilford's Code EE,
the Earth Science and Applications Division, and Dr. McCoy's Code El, the
Information Systems Office. At the conclusion of the transition period, the
PCDS will become the NASA Climate Data System and will henceforth be
referred to as the NCDS.
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PILOT CLIMATE D A T A  SYSTEM 
G O A L  
D E V E L O P  S Y S T E M  F O R  LOOATING. O B T A I N I N G ,  
M A N I P U L A T I N G  A N D  D I S P L A Y I N G  CLIMATE 
D A T A  O F  INTEREST T O  N A S A ' s  RESEARCH 
C O M M U N I T Y -  
OBJECTIVES 
o DEVELOP TECHNICALLY ADVANCED S Y S T E M  
o OBTAIN A N D  INCORPORATE MOST 
IMPORTANT D A T A  S E T S  
o SUPPORT B R O A D  R A N G E  OF U S E R S  
///J //
: _. /// */
/7ii '//" "/,,//. PILOT CLIMATE DATA SYSTEM(PCDS)////I /i
DATA SOURCES CLIMATE DATA SETS DATA SYSTEM
- USER SERVICES
_. AEROSOLS
RADIATION CLIMATE DATA
ENVIRONMENTAL
SATELLITES _SURFACE TEMPERATURE CATALOGS &
RAINFALL .. INVENTORIES BROWSESELECTDATA BASES DISPLAY
COPY
a
OUTPUTS
SURFACE ALPHANUMER 1_STATIONS DISPLAY I_iS/_ GSFC
PCDS DESIGNED TO SUPPORT
• Researchers
- Browse Data for Significant Features
- Graphically Display a Variety of Parameters
I
- Determine What Data to Select
- Intensively Analyze Small Portions of a Data Set
• Data Producers
- Quality Check/Validation
- Inventory of Archives
- Accounting of Processing and Distribution
• Occasional Users
- Quick Response
- Remote Access JL
- Low Volume University Support _L
• Management Information for Planning
- Data Coverage
PCDS MAJOR RECENT ACTIVITIES
0 NETWORKEDTHROUGHOUTU.S.
- SPAN T032 SITES -
- DIRECT 9.6K BAUD LINE TO PENN STATE UNIVERSITY
- LINK TO UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN THROUGHSPAN
- SESNET TO ALL LABS
I
- ARPANET
- TELENET
0 UNIVERSITY SUPPORT AT CLASSROOMAS WELL AS RESEARCH LEVEL
0 UPGRADED AVAILABLE HARDWARE
- NEW_bIEMORY(SblBYTES, 2 CONTROLLERS) - INSTALLED
- OPTICAL DISKS - (TEST & INTEGRATION)
- DATA BASE MACHINE (IDM 500) - ACCEPTANCE TEST
- VAX 8600 - ORDERED
PCDS MAJOR RECENT ACTIVITIES (CONT'D)
O DEVELOPED LEARNING SYSTEM ON IBM-PC
- FLOPPY DISK DISTRIBUTION
0 SYSTEM SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENTAND IMPROVEMENT
- DATA SET INDEPENDENT FORMAT
- DEVICE INDEPENDENT DISPLAY SOFT_ARE
w
I
co
O DATA SET ADDITIONS
- HIGH INTEREST DATA SETS
PCDS UNIVERSITY AND INTERNATIONAL INTERESTS
0 CULTIVATING UNIDATAAND NSF INTEHCONNECTION
-PENN STATE UNIVERSITY
-UCAR
w -NSFI
O GROWING UNIVERSITY INTEREST
-UCSD
-SAN JOSE STATE
-CSU
-WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
-UNIV OF COLORADO
-UNIV OF MARYLAND
--OTHERS
PCDS UNIVEHSITY AND INTERNATIONAL INTEP,_STS (CONT'D)
O RECEIVED INTERNATIONAL REQUESTS
-IMPERIAL COLLEGE, LONDON
-RESEARCH INSTITUTION FOR TRANSPORTATION, PERU
w
' -UNIV OF BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA
O
-UNIV OF EAST ANGLIA, GREAT BRITAIN
-AKADEMIE DER WISSENSCHAFTEN, DDR
INTERESTS FROM OTHER INSTITUTIONS
0 JPL
0 La_
_o
' O NCAR
0 NOAA
0 USDA
0 USGS
0 INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSIS
0 U.S. ARMYCOIL° OF ENGINEERS
PCDS FY86 PLANS AND APPROACHES
0 ADD ABOUT SIX NEW DATA SETS INCLUDING ISCCP LEVEL C DATA
0 CREATE USER SUPPORT OFFICE
t_
, 0 MAINTAIN COMMUNICATIONS LINES WITH UNIVERSITIES AND ESTABLISH
ADDITIONAL CONNECTIONS
0 CONDUCT PCDS WOHKSHOP II IN JANUARY 1986
0 HOLD ADDITIONAL DATA USER'S GROUP MEETINGS
0 UPDATE AVAILABLE USER DOCUMENTATION (USER'S GUIDE, CATALOG)
0 MAINTAIN SOFTWARE AND DATA BASES INCLUDING UPDATING DATA
BASES TO REFLECT ADDITIONS TO DATA SETS AND OTHERS UPDATED TO SUPPORT
DATA SETS
PCDS FY86 PLANS AND APPROACHES (CONT'D)
O ADD ADDITIONAL DISK DRIVES IN ORDER TO PROVIDE MORE ON-LINE ACCESS TO
DATA
O ADD ADDITIONAL INEXPENSIVE GRAPHICS TERMINAL/WORKSTATIONS FOR USERS
to
, O CONTINUE MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS OF CO[_PUTER FACILITY
to
O CONVERT DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE TO DATA BASE MACHINE
PCDS TRANSITION PLAN
The Transition Plan for the Pilot Climate Data System (PCDS) from the pilot
system development phase to the operational research support phase specific:
I
The PCDS remains in the Information Systems Office, Code EI, and is managed and
operated as a NASA institutional capability. The Earth Science and Applications
Division, Code EE, supports all science-unique activities. The name is changed
to the NASA Climate Data System (NCDS).
It is expected that the transition maybe completed by the end of 1987.
DETAILS OF TRANSITION
Code EE is responsible for:
0 Providing resources for all science-unique activities (e.g. data sets
acquisition and integration, user institution support including
communication links and capabilities for remote user access.
0 Establishing any needed science user or science steering groups
!
0 Assigning a Program Scientist from Code EE and identifying an
appropriate project scientist for guiding the operations of the PCDS.
Code EI is responsible for:
0 Providing resources for all system operations and maintenance.
0 Providing appropriate computer resources, including on-line data set
storage.
0 Continuing to provide a Program Manager from Code EI and identif ying,
with GSFC's Code 630, an appropriate manager for the NCDS
0 Developing technology for enhancing the usefulness of the NCDS.
SCIENCE USERS' GROUP
COI'4'4ENTS (MAY 1985)
O PCDS CONCEPT IS EXCELLENT. IT IS MATURE AND USEFUL. EVERY EFFORT
SHOULD BE MADE TO ATTRACT USERS. "USER HELPER PERSON" SHOULD BE
IDENTIFIED AND BETTER DOCUMENTATIONPROVIDED.
W
' O USERS OF PCDS SHOULD HEPHESENT AN INTERDISCIPLINARY CROSS-SECTION OF
HESEAHCH PROJECTS SUPPORTED BY NASA. CO_SITION OF USER COOl,UNITY
SHOULD BE OPEN AND LINITED ONLY BY IIARDW/kltNCONSIDERATIONS.
O DERIVED SATELLITE DATA SETS SHOULD BE PART OF PCDS. OTHER NEEDED DATA
SETS SHOULD BE IDENTIFIED BY THE SCIENCE USERS' GROUP.
O PRESENT ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES ARE ADEQUATE. NEW ANALYSIS TOOLS SHOULD
BE OF GENERAL USE TO ALL USERS AND APPLICABLE TO ALL DATA SETS ON THE
PCDS.
O SYSTEM SHOULD BE EXPANDED AS NECESSARY TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE SUPPORT TO
USERS.
PILOT CLIMATE DATA SYSTEM
CANDIDATE DATA USER'S GROUPS
RESEARCH GROUPS LEAD CONTACT
0 ISCCP ROSSOW
I
0 TOVS DATA SETS SUSSKIND/CHAHINE
O EARTH RADIATION BUDGET STUDIES BARKSTROM/VONDER HAAR
O GLOBAL SOLAR DATA BASE SOFIA
O PRECIPITATION DATA SETS NORTH/SHORT
O CLASSR(X_ STUDIES WEBSTER/ABREU
PCDS PUBLICATIONS (RECENT)
• Heph, M. G., Treinish, L. A., Noll, Care¥ E., Hunt, Thomas D.,
Chen, Shue-When, "Pilot Climate Data System User's Guide." NASA TM
86084. NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, Maryland. January 1986.
• Reph, M. G., Fowler, Rita M., "NASA Climate Data Catalog." NASA TM
86085. NASA/GS_, Greenbelt, Maryland. December 1985.
• PCDS Team, "Pilot Climate Data System: NSSDC Common Data Format."
NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, Maryland. December 1985.
• Chatterjee, L. C., "Redesign for the Content and Structure of the PCDSto
, Climate Data File." Internal Publication. NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt,
Maryland. April 1985.
• Treinish, L. A., Hay, S. N., "An Interactive Information System to
Support Climate Research." Proceedings on the International Conference
on Interactive Information and Processing Systems for Meteorology,
Oceanography, and Hydrology. Los Angeles, California. January 1985.
• Smith, P. H., Treinish, L. A., Heph, M. G., "Advances in Scientific Data
Management." Proceedings of the Workshop on Advances in Sensing
Retrieval Methods. Williamsburg, Virginia. November 1984.
• Data Management Systems Facility, "Pilot Climate Data System." Internal
Publication. NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, Maryland. October 1984.
• Reph, M. G., Trelnish, L. A., Smith, P. H., "Pilot Climate Data System."
Proceedings of the Ninth William T. Pecora Memorial Remote Sensing
Symposium. Sioux Falls, South Dakota. October 1984.
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P C D S  S U M M A R Y  
FY85 H A S  BEEN A T R A N S I T I O N  Y E A R  F O R  PCDS 
o S U P P O R T  OF M O R E  U S E R S  
o S U P P O R T  OF A W I D E R  U S E R  C O M M U N I T Y  
( P C D S  I N  T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  CLASSROOM) 
o REDESIGN F R O M  PROTOTYPE TO OPERAT I O N A L  
STAGE 
A N D  I T  IS R E A D Y  F O R  OPERATIONAL P H A S E S  
o MORE USER INVOLVEMENT 
o WIDER AVAILABILITY 
o SUPPORT OF EVEN MORE USERS 
PCDS OVERVIEW
Mr. Lloyd Treinish
Data Management Systems Facility
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
A brief overview of the philosophy, design, and organization of the PCDS was
presented. The design has evolved, over time, to deal with numerous data
sets, provide appropriate tools for the manipulation and display of such
data, and support a wide variety of users.
The user interface to the system is provided by the Transportable
Applications Executive (TAg). A user can choose one of the five major
subsystems from the root menu display. These subsystems are CATALOG,
INVENTORY, DATA ACCESS, DATA MANIPULATION, and GRAPHICS. Each subsystem was
discussed and examples were given, demonstrating the flexibility provided by
the existing PCDS software, Version 3.3.
Three of these subsystems are presently being redesigned to provide a move
flexible and friendly structure, to allow more consistency and facilitate
the ability to support new data sets. Ongoing developmental efforts to
migrate from the Version 3.3 prototype phase of PCDS to the "operational"
Version 4.0 stress increased flexibility and data independence.
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I
Lloyd A. Treinish
National Space Science Data Center
NASA/GoddardSpace Flight Center
,,/" PILOT CLIMATE DATA SYSTEM (PCDS)
III// "1_ n --
DATA SOURCES CLIMATE DATA SETS DATA SYSTEM
/s_- USER SERVICESozo.AEROSOLSRADIATION CLIMATE DATA
ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATUREi _ CATALOGS &SATELLITES SURFACE
_ RAINFALL . INVENTORIES BROWSE
SELECT
 alll,I
MANIPULATE
COPY|
OUTPUTS
SURFACE ALPHANUMERIC _ _i
DISPLAY -_ _/GSFCSTA TIONS
PCDS DESIGNED TO SUPPORT
• Researchers
- Browse Data for Significant Features
- Graphically Display a Variety of Parameters
- Determine What Data to Select
- Intensively Analyze Small Portions of a Data Set
t_
I
• Data Producers(J't
- Quality Check/Validation
- Inventory of Archives
- Accounting of Processing and Distribution
• Occasional Users
- Quick Response
- Remote Access i
- Low Volume University Support _ ,_L
• Management Information for Planning
- Data Coverage
ILOT CLIMATE DATA SYSTEM
(PCDS)
User
Interface
I
O_
Catalog Inventory Data Data Graphics
Subsystem Subsystem Access Manipulation SubsystemSubsystem Subsystem
Summary, , @
g Inventory Data ItDetailed Data Data Library
Catalog Base CDF
Data Structure of the PCDS
Menu:"ROOT'',libraxy"PCDSSUB:"
PCDS Version3.3 SubsystemsMenu
1) CATALOGSubsystemMenu [ CATALOG]
2) INVENTORYSubsystemMenu [ INVENTORY]
3) DATAACCESSSubsystemMenu [ DACCESS]
v 4) DATAMANIPULATIONSubsystemMenu [ CDFUTIL]
-,.,I
5) GRAPHICSSubsystemMenu [ GRAPHICS]
NEWSlast updatedon 1/13/86.
Enter:selectionnumber,HEI._, BACK,TOP, MENU,
COMMAND,or LOGOFE
?
Provides a Uniform Set of Descriptions for
over 200 Climate-Research-Related Data Sets
and Keyword Queries of Its Contents
to
co
Capabilities:
• Browse an Introduction to the Catalog
• List a Summary of the Cataloged Data Sets
• Browse Descriptions of Climate Parameters
• Browse Descriptions of Climate Sensors
INVENTORY SUBSYSTEM
Describes the Data Holdings of the PCDS and
Supports Keyword Queries of Its Contents
Capabilities:
t_
" • List Available Climate Parameters & Data Types
• List a Summary of the Data Types
• List Tapes/Files by Data Type
• Show the History of the Tape Inventory ___
• Graphically Summarize the Inventory Contents
DATA ACCESS
SUBSYSTEM
Provides Uniform Access to PCDS Data for
Subset Selection on Spatial or Temporal Criteria
and Employs the PCDS Inventory to Locate Data
ba
I
W
° Capabilities:
• Copy, List or Subset a PCDS Data Set
• Create a Data-Independent Climate Data File
UTILIZATION OF CDF
• Initiated by the PCDS Data Access Subsystem or
Non-PCDS Custom Software
• Supports the PCDS Data Manipulation Subsystem, which
Can Generate a New CDF from an Extant CDF
uJ
I
uJ
• Supports the PCDS Graphics Subsystem, which Provides
Visual Representations of a CDF's Contents
• Causes the PCDS Data Manipulation and Graphics
Subsystem to Be Fully Data-Independent
• Interfaces in Applications Software Via a Library
of Software Tools
DATA MANIPULATION
• List a Climate Data File
• Produce a Subset of a Climate Data File
• Merge Two Climate Data Files
k)
• Ungrid a Climate Data File Map
• Grid Data into a Climate Data File Map
• Apply Statistics to Climate Data File Elements
• Combine Climate Data File Elements Algebraically
Provides Graphical Representation of ANY Data
Stored Within a Data-Independent Climate Data
File Including Non-PCDS Data Sets
Capabilities:
I
t_
• Create Two-Dimensional Representations of Data
• Create Three-Dimensional Representations of Data
• Create Text Charts A
• Provide Post-Processing of Graphical Displays /_
IPCDEMO]SBUV1102 PLOTTED BY PCDS ON I-NOV-B4Best Ozone Dlstrlbutlon wlth Statistics
NIMBUS (NIMBUS-7) SBUV OZONE DATA
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( ) NMC/NCAR ALL DATA
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1975/01/01 00:00:00 < DATE TIME < 1975/01/01 00:00:00
\ __ N POLAR STEREOGRAPHIC PLOT OF GEOPOTENTIAL HGT (M)
CurrentPCDS(System)Software
DevelopmentEfforts(Version4.0)
0 Full CDF Implementation- IncludingInterface
°_ Library
0 SubsystemReorganizationfor Data Access,
Data Manipulation& Graphics
0 Easier-to-use ConsistentInterfacefor All
Subsystems
0 ImprovedData Access for Faster Data Set
Implementation
0 ImprovedGraphics - Upgraded Mapping, Greater
Flexibility& Animation

DATA SET MANAGEMENT
Ms. Mary Reph
Data Management Systems Facility
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
The data sets currently supported by the PCDS were listed, many of which are
Level II and Level III Nimbus-7 data sets. Those data sets planned for
future access through the PCDS were also listed, and their current
installation status was stated.
The tasks involved in supporting data sets within the PCDS were identified
and described. After a data set is approved for implementation into the
system and communication with the data producers is established, the
information for the detailed catalog entry is gathered. This information
then is reviewed with the scientists involved before producing a catalog
summary. Once this is done, the catalog information can be provided to
users, even before the data set is installed. The next several tasks
involve software development and can prove to be the most time-consuming
aspect in the data set support. These tasks can be simplified if the data
producers provide complete and accurate documentation of their product.
Software for reading and interpreting the data sets is developed and the
data sets, or portions thereof, that will be made available for use within
the PCDS are inventoried. Users can access this information via the
INVENTORY Subsystem of the PCDS. For example, users can determine whether
additional data have been added to the system by using the Tape History
Query, one of several queries of the INVENTORY available to PCDS users. The
creation of a data-independent CDF also requires the time and skill of a
programmer. In addition, there age maintenance costs that reflect the
efforts required in updating or replacing data sets, handling changes in
INVENTORY and DATA ACCESS programs, and documenting changes in the CATALOG.
Some data sets and subsets of others are currently available on line. There
are plans to include other data sets on line when the more robust Version
4.0 becomes operational.
Numerous questions involving on-line availability, funding, data set
support, system use, etc., were addressed during this session.
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PCDS DATA SETS
0 Angell Atmospheric Temperature Deviations
® FGGE II-b and ECMWF III-b Data Sets
® NASA/FGGE II-c SMMR, ERB, and SBUV
® NMC Octagonal Grids
Nimbus-4 BUV DPFL and DZP
® Nimbus-5 ESMR Three--day Averages
® Nimbus-7 ERB MATRIX ZMT SEFDT
® Nimbus-7 LIMS LAMAT
Nimbus-7 SBUV OZONE--S
0 Nimbus-7 SAM II BANAT
® Nimbus-7 THIR CLDT and CLE
® Nimbus-7 TOMS OZONE--T
Q NOAA Heat Budget Data
0 SAGE Profiles
® World Monthly Surface Station Climatology
• , , i , ! !i ,
...... i i i illll ii i i | i
FUTURE PCDS DATA SET SUPPORT
o International Satellite Cloud Climatology
Project B3 and C ,',
o Middle At;moaph,_,ric Electrodynamics Rocket Dat
o Nimbus-4 , 5 SCR, STIT
o Nimbus-5 ESMR Monthly
o Nimbus-'/ ERB ESAT, SAVER
o Nimbus-7 LIMS LAIPATf
o Nimbus-5" _ SBUV ZMT, CPOZ
o Nimbus-'/ SMMR PARM, MAP
o Nimbus-'/ TtI[R CMATRIX, NCLE, BCLT
o Nimbus-7 TOMS-GRIDS, ZMT
o TIROS-N AVtlRR Subsets
o ERBE
o Other Global Solar Flux data sets
i ||.m a I I l,m - " -- I | | I | I I I ml II I
P{DS DATASET SUPPORTTASKS
o Gatherkfomattionaboutdata set to be mpportedand prepaze
detailedentriesfor the catalog
o Obtain reviews of the new catalog entries
o Summarizecataloginformationfor databaseand integrate
changesto allow t_ acc_ to data desczipe_
o Obtain data set and prepare software for readin8 and
_eng thenaevedatasetfomat(_, tapes)
O_
o _ a data-independent model of the contents of the data
set and update inventory appmpri_ly
o Define a CDF for the data
o _ so_ to _ct ._-_ _ d tJ:
data_ set aed output to a CDE subset tape, or
and
_ate with ezistinsmawre
o s_m..h.__.._ cy_ updat_0_caudo_immo_y,dam
_, or softwmas necmuy
I I I i i i i i , ...
I I II I I I I J. I I I I I I I Jl I II I I II _-,L_r"
PCDS Catalog Descriptions
I. TYPE OF DATA
1.1 Parameter/Measurement
1.2 Unit of Measurement
1.3 Data Source
1.4 Data Set Identification
2. SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 Spatial Coveraget_
' 2 2 Spatial Resolution
3. TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS
3.1 Temporal-Coverage
3.2 Temporal Resolution
4. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
4.1 Mission Objectives
4.2 Key Satellite Flight Parameters
4.3 Principles of Operation
4.1 Instrument Measurement Geometry
I I Ill I ILL IR ] I[ I II I I III IiI
P C D S  C a t a l o g  D e s c r i p t i o n s  2 o f  - 3 )  
5 .  D A T A  P R O C E S S I N G  S E Q U E N C E  
5 . 1  P r o c e s s i n g  S t e p s  a n d  D a t a  Sets  
5 . 2  D e r i v a t i o n  T e c h n i q u e s / A l g o r i  t h m s  
5 . 3  S p e c i a l  C o r r e c t i o n s / ~ d j u s  t m e n t s  
5 . 4  P r o c e s s i n g  Changes  
6 .  Q U A L I T Y  ASSESSMENT 
6 . 1  D a t a  V a l i d a t i o n  b P r o d u c e r  
6 . 2  C o n f i d e n c e  Leve l  Accuracy J u d g m e n t  
6 . 3  U s a g e  G u i d a n c e  
P 
7 .  C O N T A C T S  F O R  D A T A  P R O D U C T I O N  I N F O R M A T I O N  
8 .  O U T P U T  P R O D U C T S  A N D  A V A I L A B I L I T Y  
8 . 1  Tape P r o d u c t s  
8 . 2  F i l m  P r o d u c t s  
8 . 3  O t h e r  P r o d u c t s  
PCDS C a t a l o e  D e s c r i o t i o n s  ( 3  
D A T A  A C C E S S  
9 . 1  A r c h i v e  I d e n t i f i c a t i o n  
9 . 2  P r o c e d u r e s  f o r  O b t a i n i n g  Data  
9.3 PCDS S t a t u s / P l a ~ d s  
C O N T A C T S  F O R  A R C H I V E / D A T A  A C C E S S  I N F O R M A T I O N  
R E F E R E N C E S  
11 .1  Satellite/Instrument/Data Processing 
D o c u m e n  t a t  i o n  
11.2  J o u r n a l  A r t i c i e s  a n d  S t u d y  R e p o r t s  
11 .3  ~ r c h i v e / D B ~ ~  U s a g e  D o c u m e n t a t i o n  
R E L A T E D  D A T A  S E T S  
N O T E S  
|PARANKT_:OZOl_
(Total OzoneContentandOzoneProfiles)
LEVEL:II SENSOR:SBUV NISSIOH:NINBUS-7
SPATIAl.COVEP_tGEGlobal, 40 Ib - 0.4 ab| Horizontal: 2H ]m z 2N kin,
AM}Ri_LUTION: Vertical: 2.5 tm
TEIlPORALCOVERAGESTARTllIE: 11/1978
t.fl
° AIDRESOLUTION:6 days for global coverage, pouer on 3 days of 4, daylight
only; 32 8ec/l observation
TAPEPRODUCTS: Total ozone, reflectivity, nixing ratios, & layer ozone
atounte, scan by scan and orbit by orbit (HDSBOVor
OZO_-S):approximately4 6250-bpi tapes/l years Compremml
profile ozone tape (CPOZ): 4 16gg-bpi tapes/l year
ARCHIVE:ISSD_PCDS CATALOGREFERENCE:OZ/BN
ARCHIVESTATUS: 5 yrs of HDSBOVin HSSI)C/PCI)S,3 yrs of CPOZin NSSI)Conly
| I I I I
Albedo Carbon Dioxide
Chlorophyll Concentration Cloud Cover
Cultivation Intensity Electron Precipitation
Forest Cover Geopotential Height
Humidity Ice Sheet Nitric Acid
| Nitrogen Dioxide Ozone
Precipitation, Radiation Budget
Sea Ice Concentration Sea Surface Elevation
Sea Surface Temperature Snow Coverage Boundary
Solar Flux Stratospheric Aerosols
Surface Pressure Temperature Profiles
Vegetation Type _ave Height
• ind Speed
.......... -- i _]JLilil n mnllllnI iinil I " " -- ...... " " I fl '1 .....
I I I I - ' I I I I I I
CAZ I )GSOI CF
AEM-2 SAGE FGGE
GEOS-3 Altimeter GMS VISSR
GOES-I through 6 VISSR GOES-4 through 6 VAS
ITOS-1 SR LANDSAT MSS
MAE METEOSAT-R MIR
' Nimbus-4 BUV, SCR Nimbus-5 ESMR, SCR
Nimbus-6 ERB, ESMR
Nimbus-7 CZCS, ERB, LIMS, SAM II, SBUV, SMMR, THIR,
TOMS
NOAA--8 through 9 AVHRR NOAA--1 through 5 SR
OSTA--10CE
Seasat-A Altimeter, SAR. Scatterometer
SMS-1.2 VISSR TIROS-N AVHRR, TOVS
I I _ li • ------
°'°°*'°'****'*°'*'*'***'***'°"DTYPE = OZONE-S "''"°'°'"°"°'°'"'"'°°"*"
ITEM PARM PARAMETER MISSION & SENSOR
SCAN OZONE OZONE NIMBUS-7SBUV
ORBIT --TAPE TIME RANGE-- # OF
TAPEID RANGE START/END FILES -GENERATIONTIME- -INVENTORY TIME-
P0692 102 1978/10/3116:22:02 1001 83/04/16 14:06:0084/08/01 15:27:49
W
, 1323 1979/01/2723:42:36
P0693 1324 1979/01/2800:34:36 1051 82/09/30 09:04:1184/08/01 17:21:20
2580 1979/04/2822:01:36
P0694 2582 1979/04/2900:44:00 972 82/09/2b05:37:33 84/08/01 18:14:44
3922 1979/08/0400:45:25
P0695 3937 1979/08/0501:56:21 888 82/09/2606:13:36 84/08/01 19:15:53
5193 1979/11/0400:06:49
P0697 6452 1980/02/0301:52:28 883 84/04/13 13:25:5284/10/0514:00:58
7708 1980/05/0400:16:33
P0698 7709 1980/05/0401:08:49 889 84/04/13 13:42:0384/10/0916:44:11
8966 1980/08/0300:57:57
NUMBEROF TAPES = 6 NUMBER OF FILES = 5684
2 
b 
P L O T T E D  B Y  PCDS O N . 2 2 - J A N - 8 6  
P C D S  I N V E N T O R Y  S T A T l S T O C S  
S U B S A T E L L I T E  T R A C K  F R O M  7 2 / 0 1 / 0 1  00:00:00 T O  7 2 / 0 1 / 0 2  00:00:00 
WHERE 0 . 0  < S O L A R  Z E N I T H  A N G L E  < 180.0 
90 . . . . - - - - .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a  . - - - .  . . . .  ................................. ......................... "", 
- - ..". . .. . .. .... 0' ....... 30.. ...a ..6'Q ' 90'  .a,. 2'0 
D P F L - S C A N  D A T A  L O C A T I O N  
C Y L J N D R I C A L  E Q U I D I S T A N T  P R O J E C T I O N  
D A T A  T Y P E  TAPE C O U N T  
---I------ -----I---- 
B A N A T  5 8  
CLDT 16 
CLE 1 4  
DPFI, 3 4  
DZP 1 
DZPM 1 
ERB-MATRIX 38 
ERB-SEFDT 1 
ERB-ZMT 4 
ERBM/FGGE 2 
E R B Z / F G G E  I 
F G G E 2 B  8 5  
FGGE3B 8 0  
ISCCP-B3 6 4  
LIHS-LAMAT 9 
LIHS/FGGE 8 
NXCGRD 1 8  
N O A A - H B  26  
OZONE-S 17 
O Z O N E - T  8 9  
S A G E - P R O F  33 
S B U V / F G G E  12 
sMMR/FGGE 1 1  
SSCLIMATE 3 
----.I----- 
START TIME 
------I- 
1978/11/01 
1978/12/02 
is?a/rz/oz 
1970/06/01 
1970/04/10 
19?0/04/10 
1978/11/16 
1979/01/01 
1978/12/01 
1978/12/02 
1978/12/02 
19?8/12/04 
1978/12/01 
1983/06/30 
1978/10/25 
1 9 7 8 / 1 2 / 0 1  
1973/01/01 
1974/08/01 
1978/10/31 
1978/10/31 
1979/02/21 
1978/11/30 
rs?8/rz/oi 
i738/01/01 
---------- 
END TIME 
- -------- 
1983/10/31 
1978/12/11 
1978/12/09 
19?7/05/06 
r s ~ c / / o s / o e  
In,CO:LPCDS3.DATA.FGGE3B]ZC011250 PLOTTEDBY PCDSON21-JAN-86
94oFGGESB8( ) ECMWFHGTDATATHEREARE DATAVALUESUSEDOUTOF"18624 POSSIBLEVALUES
1978/12/01 12:00:00 < DATETIME < 1978/12/01 12:00:00
E)[._LE OF INVEHTORTTAPEHIs'rORTQUiT
FrAPEID DATATYPE-IliVi_iTORTTI_- ARCHIVER--TAPETI_ RAHGE--FILES
P1514 i_CP-B3 85112/11 16:53:17 P_PH 198316716622:44:11 198
19831f'/I16 22:52:21
P1526 i_CP-B3 85112/2317:34:51RAflET 1983/lllllli N:516:49 115
19831lll/tl9 N:14:42
P1527 ]SCCP-B3 85/1212317:35:29RAHET 1983/10109N:119:49 199
1983/111/1622:35:112
P1528 ]SCCP-D3 85112/2317:36:_1 RAflET 1983/15111622"31:42 115
IB83/IDI24 22:36:5k
I
P1529 ISCCP-B3 85/12/23 17:36:36 RAIL_ 1983/1012422:32:17 98
",4
1983/10131 22:53:12
PIS..,_ ISCCP-B3 85/12/23 17:37:06RAflET 198311i113122:a,8:21 Ill
1983/11111822:56:111
P1531 ISCCP-B3 85112/23 17:38:_ _ 198311116822:51:21 114
1983/11/16 22:59:13
P1532 ISCCP-D3 85112/23 17:38:51 RAflET 198311111622:54:31 116
1983/11/24 23:111:23
1985/86 ADDITIONS IQ PCDS lNVENlUR'Y 
DATA TYPE TAPE COUNT 
---------- ---------- 
S T A R T  TIME 
---------- 
END TIME 
---------- 
B A N A T  1 0  1978/11/01 1983/10/31 
DZP 1 1970/04/10 1977/05/06 
DZPM 1 1970/04/10 1977/12/31 
E R B - M A T R I X  23 1980/01/02 1983/01/03 
ERB-ZbIT 2 1979/12/01 1Q80/11/02 
FGGEZB 6 19?8/12/24 1979/04/27 
F G G E 3 B  2 1978/12/21 1979/10/18 
ISCCP-83 6 4  1983/06/30 1984/07/31 
LII fS -LAMAT 6 1978/11/23 1 9 ? 9 / 0 5 / 2 9  
NOAA-HE 18 1975/09/01 1982/02/28 
OZONE-S 7 1981/05/03 lg83/05/08 
OZONE-T 30  1979/04/15 1B83/11/05 
SAGE-PROF 33 
- --.---c.----- 
1979/02/21 
---------- 
1981/11/18 
I--------- 
DEMONSTRATION OF NEW PCDS CAPABILITIES
Mr. Michael Gough
Science Applications Research
4400 Forbes Blvd.
Lanham, Maryland 20706
The new, more flexible and more friendly graphics capabilities to be
available in later releases of the PCDS were demonstrated. The LIMS-LAMAT
data set was chosen to illustrate these new capabilities. Pseudocolor and
animation were used to represent the third and fourth dimensions, expanding
the analytical capabilities available through the traditional two-dimensional
x-y plot. In the new version, variables for the axes are chosen by
scrolling through viable selections. This scrolling feature is a function
of the new user interface customization.
The new graphics are extremely user friendly and should "free the scientist
to look at data and converse with it," without doing any programming. The
system is designed to rapidly plot any variable versus any other variable
and animate by any variable. Any one plot in itself is not extraordinary;
however, the fact that a user can generate the plots instead of a programmer
distinguishes the graphics capabilities of the PCDS from other software
packages. In addition, with the new CDF design, the system will become more
generic, and the new graphics will become much more rigorous in the area of
correlative studies.
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4. SCIENTIFIC PRESENTATIONS

ISCCP REDUCED RESOLUTION SATELLITE RADIANCE DATA
Dr. William Rossow
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
2880 Broadway
New York, New York 10025
The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) is the first
active project of the World Climate Research Program. It is a multinational
data collection project focused on collecting a data set that will improve
the ability to predict and/or simulate the radiative effects of clouds on
climate. For specified cloud parameters, the goals are to archive values
for 3-hour periods over the whole globe for 5 years at 30 km resolution.
The task of collecting and processing radiance data from both geosynchronous
and polar orbiting satellites began in July 1983. A diagram was shown
illustrating the flow of data from the transmitting satellites to the
various receiving institutions that handle it. The various stages of
processing were then explained in detail, emphasizing Level B3-normalized,
reformatted, reduced raw satellite data. The reduction of data by sampling
is an essential step in the flow. By the time the ISCCP data reaches the
Global Processing Center at GISS, the volume has been reduced by a factor of
I000.
The PCDS will provide access to the ISCCP data set. It should prove to be
one of the "cleanest satellite data sets" because it will have been through
three filters--that of the operational agency, the Global Processing Center,
and the PCDS. The ISCCP data set also includes other correlative data sets
delivered in compatible format. It also provides complete documentation for
the archiver and important documentation of tape formats for the scientist
or pro_ra_aer.
The Level B3 ISCCP data are now standard products being produced and
delivered to the official archive and to the PCDS. The algorithms involved
in the analysis of the Level C cloud products continue to undergo scrutiny
and improvement. The ISCCP data have many potential applications, such as
their use in GCM validation studies, cloud alKorithm improvements, and Earth
and ocean applications during cloudless conditions.
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Table 1
Data Specificationfor the International
SatelliteCloud Climatology
Parameters--Spatialand temporal averagesand variances(or another statistical
measure of the shape of the temporaldistribution)are requiredfor each of the
following parameters.
Amounts Precision (30-dayavera)es)
Total cloud amount (fraction)* ±0.03
Cirrus cloud amount (fraction)* ±0.05
Riddle cloud amount (fraction) ±0.05
Low cloud amount (fraction)* ±0.05
Deep convective cloud amount (fraction) ±0.05
Hetghts
Cirrus cloud-top height (km)* ±1.00
Riddle level cloud-top height (km) ±1.00
Low-level cloud-top height (km) ±0.50
Deep convective cloud-top height (km) ±1o00
Cloud Top Temperature (°K) for each cloud catagory* +1.00
Cloud Optical Depth
Cloud Size Distribution
Average Narrow Band Radiances (VlS and IR)*
Spatial Averaging--The information is to be averaged over approximately 250-km
by 250-km boxes
Time Sampling--Every 3 hours, i.e., 8 times a day, centered around the synoptic
observation times
Time Averaging--The global cloud climatology will consist of 30-day averages
for each of the 8 observing times per day
Length of Time Series--5 years
* Hi ghest prtortty
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ISCCP DATA FLOW CONCEPT
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/ \J
SPECIAL AREA PROCESSING \
CENTRES \ I SECTOR PROCESSINGCENTRES
• COLLECT LIMITED HIGH RESOLUTION \ I /J • COLLECT RAW SATELLITE
= DATASETS \ I / DATA
= • SUPPORT REGIONAL SCALE // • PREPARE CONDENSED
_J
RESEARCH RADIANCE DATA SETS
\\ iii/I
GLOBAL PROCESSING SATELLITE CALIBRATION
CENTRE GPC SCC CENTRE
• MONITOR OPERATIONS • MONITOR INTERSATELLITE
• PRODUCE GLOBALLY MERGED CALIBRATION
RADIANCE DATA SETS
• GENERATE OPERATIONAL CLOUD ICADATA SETS
ISCCP CENTRAL ARCHIVE
• REPOSITORY FOR PRIMARY
DATA PRODUCTS
ISCCP SATELLITE NETWORK 
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SPECIALFEATURESOFISCCPRADIANCEDATA
• PREDICTABLEARRANGEMENTOFDATABYSATELLITEANDTIME
• INDEXTOTAPECONTENTSPROVIDED
• EACHIMAGEPIXELHASALLSPECTRALCHANNELS
• EACHIMAGEPIXELHASEARTHLOCATIONANDVIEWINGEOMETRY
• ORIGINALCOUNTVALUESANDIMAGEFORMPRESERVED
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SPECIALFEATURESOFISCCPRADIANCEDATA
• UNIFORMTAPEFORMATFORALLSATELLITES
• ONESOFTWARETOREADALLTAPESPROVIDED
• CALIBRATIONTABLESFOREACHCHANNELCONVERTSCOUNTSTOTWOQUANTITIES
• CALIBRATIONTABLESFORNOMINAL,NORMALIZEDANDABSOLUTECALIBRATION
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SPECIALFEATURESOFISCCPRADIANCEDATA
• DOCUMENTATION
EXPLAINSCALIBRATIONPROCEDURES
PROVIDESRADIOMETERSPECIFICATIONSA DSPECTRALRESPONSES
EXPLAINSNAVIGATIONALPROCEDURES
EXPLAINSDATATAPEFORMAT
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Fig. 5.1. B3 data tape format. 
LacatIan (kid 
Record 
l u g e  
Callbrrt lon 
Records 
Data 
Record 
1 
Data 
Record 
2 
Data 
Record 
3 
0 
Record 
4 
. . Data 
Record 
kkkk 
ISCCP B3 TAPE VOLUME HEADER INFORMATION
TAPE NUMBER I GPC.B3.R|IS.R.B3244.832SI.NOAA-7
ISCCP
BZ INPUT TAPE NUMBERS I cmmBg9 CBBIBI C#JlJl CBJ|m2 CJmll3 CJllE4 CRBlJS
CRIImG CJBIB7 C#BIRR
SATELLITE s NORA-7 IMAGE HEADER CODE NUMBER t II
SPC I NOA IMAGE HEADER CODE NUMBER e I
DATE OF FIRST IMAGE t 03244 LAST IMAGE s 03251
GPC TAPE CREATION DATE I m5121185 83 SOFTWARE VERSION NUMBER z gBJSIB
CHANNEL IDENTIFICATION
| ---------------- .... . ..... ..
I-, VIS ( .5B - .5B ) MICRONS IMAGE HEADER CODE NUMBER e I
IR ( IJf.5 - !!.3 ) MICRONS IMAGE HEADER CODE NUMBER e Z
.725 I .725 - i.ll ) MICRONS IMAGE HEADER CODE NUMBER z 3
3.55 ( 3.55 3.93 ) MICRONS IMAGE HEADER CODE NUMBER a 4
II.& I 11.5 - 12.5 ) MICRONS IMAGE HEADER CODE NUMBER i B
CALIBRATION COEFFICIENTS SLOPE INTERCEPT RHS MINIMUM MAXIMUM
VIS NORMALIZED CALIBRATION IBl.BB81 IiJ.BBJJ -I.JEIR IJm.JJmB JBl.lllB
IR HORHALIZEO CALIBRATION #BI./8./ RII.BBBB -I.BBll BIB.BIll IBI.ERBB
VIS ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION 8BI.BBD# BBl.BBBB -I.BBEB BlB.BBlB BBB.BRBB
IR ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION BBI.IBBI Ill.Bill "I.BIIB RIB.Bill IIB.IBBB
ERROR INFORMATION
NAVIGATION FIT ERROR IN LATITUDE (DEGREES) .BG
NAVIGATION FIT ERROR IN LONGITUDE (DEGREES) .mG
NAVIGATION FIT ERROR IN COSINE SATELLITE ZENITH .BI
NAVIGATION FIT ERROR IN COSINE SOLAR ZENITH .Jl
NAVIGATION FIT ERROR IN RELATIVE AZIMUTH (DEGREES) .5m
TOTAL NUMBER OF IMAGES s 113
O f  CONTEHTS 
------------ 
FILE 
NUMBER 
------ 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 8  
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
1 8 
19 
28 
2 1 
22 
23 
2 4 
25 
2 6 
lb 2 7 
I 28 
, P 2 9 
VI 3 1  
3 1 
3 2 
3 3 
3 4 
35 
36 
3 7 
38 
3 9 
4 I 
4 1 
4 2 
4 3 
4 4 
4 5 
4 6 
4 7 
4 8 
4 9 
5 1  
5 1 
5 2 
5 3 
5 4 
5 5 
5 6 
5 7 
S a 
5 9 
69 
6 1 
IMAGE 
NUMBER 
------ 
I  
2 
3 
4 
5 
L 
7 
0 
9 
1 8  
11 
12 
13 
I4 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2 8 
2 1 
22 
23 
2 4 
25 
26 
27 
2 8 
2 9 
3 1  
3 1 
32 
3 3 
3 4 
35 
36 
37 
3 8 
3 9 
48 
4 I  
4 2 
43 
1 4 
4 5 
4 6 
4 7 
4 8 
4 9 
5 1 
6 1 
6 2 
63 
5 4 
6 5 
6 6 
5 7 
won l NAL 
DATE 
------ 
03244 
03244 
83244 
83244 
83244 
83244 
83244 
83244 
83244 
03244 
83244 
83244 
83244 
03245 
83245 
83245 
83245 
03245 
83245 
83245 
83245 
93245 
83215 
03245 
83245 
83245 
93245 
63246 
03246 
83246 
83246 
03246 
83246 
93246 
83246 
03246 
03246 
83246 
83246 
83246 
83246 
83246 
83246 
83247 
83247 
03247 
83247 
83247 
83247 
83247 
83247 
93247 
03247 
83247 
83247 
03247 
83247 
non I nAL 
GHT 
------ 
8 
I 
31981 
31991 
61911 
99098 
9101# 
1 29981 
12999. 
1 5899U 
1 5 0 9 0 ~  
188H91 
189908 
8 
0 
39989 
39881 
68889 
98891 
90891 
129891 
12BHBB 
1 5901# 
1 s899# 
188899 
1 89900 
2 1 em99 
8 
8 
I 
39819 
39889 
60891 
68999 
90989 
128999 
1 290sa 
l59089 
158889 
188889 
1 0EB90 
2 10899 
2 11999 
# 
38889 
38881 
69881 
6001e 
98009 
128989 
128899 
1 SBBBO 
1 50BOU 
1 8M091 
109981 
2 1 EBB# 
2 19918 
CMT NUM8ER 
2 RECORDS 
------ ------ 
1614 134 
1 5 8 B 8  144 
34806 142 
52199 144 
71397 134 
84596 133 
192791 126 
128989 131 
135 107 6 9 
153379 131 
171576 114 
105772 129 
293969 143 
366 131 
14557 135 
32754 144 
58952 142 
65145 142 
03343 134 
111541 125 
115741 134 
133941 133 
152137 133 
178335 132 
184535 112 
292732 143 
228931 135 
235128 132 
235128 132 
13328 137 
31526 137 
45725 144 
63923 143 
02128 134 
118319 127 
114517 132 
832716 134 
151918 133 
165188 132 
183387 112 
291585 135 
215697 143 
233896 132 
12089 133 
31287 143 
44403 145 
62619 144 
88874 132 
95471 125 
113267 133 
131466 133 
145659 133 
163854 132 
102954 111 
208251 I34 
214449 142 
232643 134 
NUMBER 
SCANS 
------ 
169 1 
1789 
1683 
1713 
1596 
1587 
1514 
1568 
733 
1558 
IE: 
1788 
IS65 
1 6U7 
1797 
1606 
1683 
1594 
1584 
1595 
1503 
1 5 0 I  
1579 
1339 
1799 
1616 
1574 
1574 
1635 
1629 
1710 
1699 
1595 
1529 
1578 
169# 
1576 
1575 
1337 
1619 
1719 
1576 
1594 
169 1 
1711 
1712 
1578 
15H7 
1581 
1581 
1574 
1569 
1327 
1692 
1797 
1613 
PERCEIT n u n s E n  
BAD PlNElS 
----_- ------ 
8 6 5 
8 6 5 
8 1 5  
8 6 5 
8 6 5 
8 6 5 
# 6 5 
# 6 5 
8 6 5 
8 6 5  
E 6 5 
8 6 5 
8 6 5 
E 6 5 
8 6 5 
8 6 5 
8 6 5  
8 6 5 
9 6 5  
9 6 5  
# 6 5  
# 6 5  
e 6 5 
8 65 
8 6 5  
8 6 5  
# 6 5  
8 6 5  
# 6 5  
8 6 5 
8 6 5 
8 6 5 
8 6 5 
8 6 5 
8 6 5 
# 6 5 
# 6 5  
8 65 
# 6 5 
I 6 5 
8 6 5 
# 6 5 
8 6 5 
I 6 5 
8 6 5  
8 65 
a 6 5  
1 6 5  
# 65  
# 6 5  
# 6 5 
# 6 5 
.8 6 5 
8 6 5  
# 6 5  
# 6 5  
a 6 6 
DAY/llGHT C A L t l R A T I O H  CHANNEL AVAlLABILITV 
V1S l a  VlS In 3 4 s 
------ ----------- ----I-------------"- 
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 I 1 1 1 1 1  
8 I 1 1 1 1 1 1  
a I  1 1 1 1 1 1  
# 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
# I  1 1 1 1 1 1  
# 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
a I  1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 I 1 1 1 1 1  
# 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
# 1 I 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
9 I I  1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 I 1 1 1 1 1  
# I  1 1 1 1 1 1  
a I I  1 1 1 1 1  
a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
I 1 l l l l l  
8 1 I 1 1 1 1 1  
8 I 1 1 1 1 1 1  
# I  1 l l l l l  
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
# 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
# I  1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
# 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
# 1 I 1 1 1 1 1  
a I  I  1 1 1 1 1  
# I  I  1 1 1 1 1  
I I  I  \ l a 1 1  
8 1 I 1 1 1 1 1  
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
a L 1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 4 1 1 1 1 1  
I I i 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 I 1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 I 1 1 1 1 1 1  
# I  1 1 1 1 1 1  
# 1 I 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
# I  I  1 1 1 1 1  
8 I I l l l l l  
8 I 1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 I 1 1 1 1 1 1  
8 1 I 1 1 1 1 1  
# 1 I 1 1 1 1 1  
I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1  
62 58 83240 B -1511 31 16394 18842 135 1512 0 65 0
53 59 03248 30000 B/ S 33221 25041 144 1706 • 55 •
64 51 83248 30080 1471 -19 52341 43235 143 1788 0 55 8
65 51 83248 5080m 1221 -45 70540 61436 144 17B5 8 55 8
66 62 83248 90008 711 -96 102935 53833 143 1716 0 • 65 J
57 63 83248 120008 45/-121 121134 112032 !12 1362 B 65 0
68 64 83248 120000 45/-121 121135 112833 103 1236 0 65 0
59 65 83240 120000 I/-147 130395 138231 133 1585 8 65 0
78 65 83240 158088 -51-172 153532 144429 133 1585 B 65 B
71 67 83248 150800 -38/ 151 171738 162626 131 1564 0 55 0
72 58 83248 180008 -56/ 135 185928 188628 il2 1334 J 65 B
73 65 83248 180081 -561 110 105528 195823 134 1559 0 65 0
74 78 83248 214004 -811 05 204127 213222 143 1710 0 65 B
75 71 03240 211888 -132/ 59 524 231419 132 1583 0 65 B
76 72 03249 0 -1581 34 14723 5615 135 1521 O 65 B
77 73 83249 0 1761 8 32915 23817 144 17B5 0 65 B
78 74 83245 30000 1501 -16 51118 42015 144 1705 J 65 0
79 75 03245 58118 125/ -42 68317 50218 145 1709 0 65 0
8m 76 83245 60000 99/ 057 83515 74408 132 1580 m 65 0
81 77 83249 9OBOE 74/ -93 101709 92501 143 1705 # 65 B
82 78 83245 90000 481-118 115907 II098B 115 1402 • 65 •
83 79 83245 120000 23/-144 134106 124997 131 1561 0 55 0
84 80 83245 120000 -2/-165 152299 143198 132 1573 8 55 •
85 81 83245 150810 -27/ 164 170497 161385 132 1577 • 65 •I 86 82 83245 100000 -531 135 104590P_ 175585 112 1344 B 65 #
0"_ 87 83 83249 180881 -531 113 184692 153784 133 1589 0 65 0
88 84 83245 210000 -78/ 88 202894 211982 143 1710 g 65 0
89 85 83245 210000 -1291 62 235284 230178 133 1590 I 65 0
90 86 83258 0 -1551 37 13479 4374 135 1509 B 65 •
91 87 13251 I 179/ !1 31675 22567 143 1552 # 55 •
92 98 83251 30000 1531 -13 45870 40757 142 15e0 I 65 •
93 99 0325• 50010 1201 -39 64170 54951 145 1705 I 65 I
94 90 83250 60000 1021 -64 82263 73154 133 1593 0 65 0
95 91 83250 90800 771 -85 141459 51354 143 1718 I 65 •
56 92 83250 90000 511-115 114555 105552 116 1358 I 65 I
97 93 83250 120800 261-140 132856 123748 132 1577 B 65 #
98 94 83251 120080 0/-166 151851 141943 132 1574 0 65 I
59 95 83250 150000 -24/ 150 155249 160141 133 1581 I 55 0
Ill 96 83250 188000 -511 142 183443 174348 113 1349 B 55 •
111 97 83250 illili -51/ -45 183444 183428 138 1552 I 65 •
102 98 83250 218000 -751 91 201641 210737 143 1710 0 65 0
113 99 8"3250 210000 -1251 66 234438 224936 136 1626 I 15 B
184 Ill 03251 • -1521 40 12237 3133 133 1587 I 65 I
185 111 83251 I -1771 15 30435 21333 133 1572 • 16 •
106 182 83251 30008 1561 -10 44534 35530 144 1705 I 65 I
187 103 83251 60000 1311 -35 62832 53728 145 1785 • 55 •
118 104 83251 51001 IlSI -51 81431 71927 134 1598 I 65 •
109 115 83251 90001 801 -86 55229 98125 143 1711 I 65 •
Ill 115 83251 91001 541-112 113427 104323 116 1414 B 65 •
III 107 83251 120000 291-137 131625 122522 132 1579 0 65 #
112 108 83251 120000 31-163 145825 141721 133 + 1577 0 65 •
113 119 03251 158000 -211 171 164123 154915 133 1581 I 65 •
114 !11 83251 150000 -471 145 182221 173117 113 1345 B 55 I
115 III 83251 IOBigg -471 120 182222 191316 130 1557 I 65 •
116 112 83251 210000 -721 94 200419 205510 143 1709 • 65 I
117 113 83251 210001 -1231 65 232816 223798 135 1512 I 65 •
TEMPORAL COVERAGE
DAY OF MONTH
GMT
I 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 II 11 12 13 14 15 IG 17 IR IS 21 21 22 23 24 25 2G 27 20 2g 3# 31
• 2 Z 3 ! ! Z 2 Z • • • • • • • • • • • • • E • • • • • • • • •
3 2 2 2 2 2 i l I • • • I I J # • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
,l_ G ! ] 2 2 1 2 2 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • J • • • • • • • • • •
I
I-'
_J 9 2 2 I I I 2 2 2 • • • i • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
12 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
I,
15 2 2 2 2 2 I I 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
10 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
21 • ! 2 2 2 2 2 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
OUTPUT FROM SAMPLE PROGRAM USING B3READ SUBROUTINE TO ACCESS B3_FOflHATTED DATA
READ AND DECODE IMAGE NUMBER t S
FOR SCAN LINE 2lm PRINT DATA VALUES AND ANGLE VALUES FOR ALL PIXELS
I
I-,
co IMAGE DESCRIPTION
mmmmmnmmmmoommmnm
IMAGE SEQUENCE NUMBER m 6
SPC ID NOA CODE ! SATEL'LITE ID NOAA-7 CODE !1
JULIAN DAY (DOD)m 244 YEAR (YYYY)m 1983 MONTH m B DAY m I
NOMINAL GMT ¢HHMMSS) t 6Jill HOUR e E M|NS J •
NUMBER OF DATA RECORDS m 134
NUMBER OF SCAN LINES s 1598
PERCENTAGE BAD SCAN LINES J •
GMT (HHMMSS) or BEGINNING SCAN LINE s G3949 ENDING m 92617
DATE (YYDDD) OF BEGINNING SCAN LINE s 83244 ENDING s 03244
NUMBER OF PIXELS / SCAN L|NE s G5
NUMBER OF ACTIVE CHANNELS a §
CHANNEL ! VIS ( .S§ - .E8 ) MICRONS CODE i i
CHANNEL 2 IR ( I•.Sm - 11.3• ) MICRONS CODE o Z
CHANNEL 3 .725 ( .725 - |.1• ) MICRONS CODE o 3
CHANNEL 4 3.55 I 3.55 - 3.93 ) MICRONS CODE n 4
CHANNEL 5 11.5 ( 11.5• I2.S• ) MICRONS CODE e 6
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CORRELATIVEDATA
m
CONTENTSAND FORMAT
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ISCCP CLOUD ALGORITHM
/
GEOGRAPHICSURFACE CORRELATIVESURFACE [
B3 RADIANCEDATA CLASSIFICATIONDATA ANDATHOSPHERICDATAF
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1
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PROPOSEDCLIRATOLOGY
TAPECONTENTS
t_ESOLUTION: 3 HR, 250 KM ALSO RONTHLY,250 z_
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CLOUDPROPERTIES: AMOUNT,
I
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ISCCP PILOT STUDIES
• CLOUDALGORITHNINTERCOMPARISONA DDMA COMPRESSIONSTUDY
• RADIANCEDATAFORMATDESIGNTESTS
• ALGORITHHSENSXTXVITYANDERRORTESTS
• POLARREGIONCLOUDALGORITHHSTUDY
• CLOUDCLIMATOLOGYANDCLIMATEMODELCOMPARISONSTUDY
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THE FIRE PROJECT
Mr. David McDougal
Mail Stop 483
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23665
The First ISCCP Regional Experiment (FIRE) Project is a program to validate
the cloud parameters derived by the ISCCP. The 4- to 5-year program will
concentrate on clouds in the continential United States, particularly cirrus
and marine stratocumulus clouds.
As part of the validation process, FIRE will acquire satellite, aircraft,
balloon, and surface data. These data (except for the satellite data) will
be amalgamated into one common data set. Plans are to generate a
standardized format structure for use in the PCDS. Data collection will
begin in April 1986, but will not be available to the general scientific
community until 1987 or 1988.
Additional pertinent data sets already reside in the PCDS. Other
qualifications of the PCDS for use in this validation program were
enumerated.
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PCDS
• GeneralizedInformation/ManagementSystem
- Interactive
- Easyto Use
- On Line
- RemoteAccess
• OtherFIRE-RelatedDataSets
• Affordable
• "Working"ArchiveLimitedto FIREResearchers
• DirectTransferto "Permanent"Archive
• StandardizedDataFormatStructure
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NIMBUS CLOUD PRODUCTS
Dr. Paul Hwang
Code 636
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
The value of PCDS in data validation studies is explained through an
examination of the Nimbus-7 Cloud Product. The Cloud Product was produced
(outside of the PCDS) by merging IR cloud data from the Nimbus-7 Temperature
Humidity Infrared Radiometer (THIR) and UV cloud data from the Nimbus-7
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) together to obtain daily and monthly
global, zonal, and hemispheric value_ for low, middle, high, and cirrus
cloud amounts (NCLE tapes). Further processing resulted in the production
of C-Matrix tapes, a product that includes 117 parameters. Six years of
global cloud data were processed, resulting in the final Nimbus-7 Cloud
Product.
The PCDS was used to display zonal-mean cloud amounts of various cloud types
for local noon and local midnight from the C-Matrlx tape. It was also
demonstrated that zonal-mean time cross-sections in the form of contour
plots Eenerated by the PCDS are a useful tool to review the climatological
data set.
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NIMBUS-7 CLOUD DATA PRODUCTION
USINO PCDS FOR ANALYSIS AND VALIDATION
• ANALYSIS OF NIMBUS-7 CLOUD DATA PRODUCTS
8 CMATRIX ON PCDS
• CMATRIX TAPE
• ZONAL MEAN
I
• ZONAL MEAN US TIME
8 CONCLUTION
1/21/86 P. HWANG GSFC/CODE636
RNALYSIS OF GLOBAL CLOUD DATR D[RIVED
FROM HIMBUS-7 THIR/TOMS D_TA
8 OBJECTIUE: EUALUATE UALIDITY OF NIMBUS-7 CLOUD FROM CLIMATOLOGICAL POINT OF
UIEH
O NIMBUS-7 CLOUD ALGORITHM: IR/UU THRESHOLD METHOD
• NIMBUS.-7 CLOHD PRODUCT:
A DAILY & MONTHLYCLOUD PARAMETERS:
• LOH, MID, HIGH, CIRRUS CLOUD AMOUNTS & MEAN RADIANCESI
W
• ZONAL, HEMISPHERIC AND GLOBAL AUERAGES
8 GLOBAL CLOUD DISTRIBUTION
• ZONAL MEAN
7/29/85 P. HHANG HASn/GSF
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8 SURFACE TEHPERNTURE
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a 117 PNRNMETERS TOTNL
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1/24/86 P. HHNNG GSFC/CODE 636
USING PCDS TO STUDY THE INFLUENCE OF UV FLUX VARIATION
ON THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE
Mr. Warren Heilman
Meteorology Department
304 Curtiss Hall
Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa 50011
The value of the PCDS in examining the influences of short-period solar flux
variations on the middle atmosphere was demonstrated. Several Nimbus
satellite data sets proposed for the study exist in the PCDS. Planned for
retrieval through the PCDS are ozone mixing ratios and cumulative ozone
profiles available from the Backscatter Ultraviolet Spectrophotometer (BUV)
on Nimbus-4. Also to be accessed are Nimbus-7 data sets that will provide
ozone and nitrogen dioxide mixing ratios, temperature profiles from the Limb
Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS), and ozone mixing ratio profiles
from the Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Spectrophotometer (SBUV).
Bypassing the time-consuming process of reading raw data tapes, the
researchers plan to transfer the PCDS processed data to an IBM PC at Iowa
State University. The IBM PC will serve as an intermediate vehicle for
transferring the data to the NOAA CYBER 840 at Boulder, Colorado, where
research will continue on both an eight-layer radiative-photochemical
numerical model and on a nonlinear dynamical model, with the hope of
understanding how motions take place in the stratosphere. All the graphics
will be done at Boulder, where NCAR graphics packages are available for
plotting.
Also being contemplated for possible utilization in this research are the
FGGE and ERB data sets. These relevant data sets also reside in the PCDS.
Problems associated with remote access to the PCDS were discussed in regard
to all the PCDS data sets.
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USINGPCDSTO STUDYTHE INFLUENCESOF uv FLUXVARIATIONS
ON THE MIDDLEATMOSPHERE
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I, RESEARCH WORK - THE INFLUENCE OF ULTRAVIOLET FLUX VARIATIONS
ON THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE
II, OBJECTIVES
A, To USE NIMBUS 4 AND NIMBUS 7 DATA WITH A RADIATIVE-
PHOTOCHEMICAL NUMERICAL MODEL TO UNDERSTAND HOW OZONE
AND TEMPERATURE FIELDS IN THE STRATOSPHERE RESPOND TO
ACTUAL SHORT-PERIOD (13-27DAYS) VARIATIONS IN THE
SOLAR FLUX,
B, TO COUPLE THE OZONE AND TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS, DUE
IN PART TO SOLAR FORCING_ TO THE STRATOSPHERIC DYNAMICS
IN A NONLINEAR MODEL TO GAIN SOME UNDERSTANDING AS TO
HOW RADIATION_ PHOTOCHEMISTRY, AND DYNAMICS INTERACT
IN THE STRATOSPHERE,
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III, RATIONALE FOR THE RESEARCH
* MOSTSTUDIES TO DATE HAVE BEEN STATISTICAL,
* AMPLITUDE AND PHASE OF OZONE AND TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS
DEPEND UPON PERIOD OF SOLAR FORCING,
* STATISTICAL STUDIES MAY NOT SHOW A RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN OZONE AND SOLAR FORCING EXCEPT IN VERY SPECIAL
CASES,
* COUPLING OF DYNAMICS_ RADIATION_ AND PHOTOCHEMISTRY
IN PROPOSED MODEL SHOULD GIVE SOME INSIGHT INTO THE
EFFECTS OF TIME DEPENDENT SOLAR/THERMAL FORCING AND
NONLINEARITY,
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IV. PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS
02 + Hv -" 0 + 0 J2
0 + 02 + M-" 03 + M KI2
03 + 0 -"202 K13
03 + H'v ""02 + 0 J3
H + 03 -"OH + 02 °_10
OH + 03 -"H02 + 02 nll
H02 + 03 ""OH + 202 _12
OH + 0 -"H + 02 (_13
H02 + 0 -"OH + 02 °_14
OH + OH . H20 + 0 _16
NO + 03-" N02 + 02 B27
N02 + 0 -"NO + 02 B28
N02 + H_ . NO + 0 J29
CL + 03 ""CL0 + 02 Y56
CL0 + 0 "*CL + 02 Y57
J'S ARE PHOTODISSOCIATION RATES.
_'S, 6'S, AND yIs ARE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT REACTION RATES.
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V. RADIATIVE-PHOTOCHEMICAL MODEL
A, OZONE PROGNOSTIC EQUATION WHICH INCLUDES NITROGEN,
HYDROGEN, AND CHLORINE PHOTOCHEMISTRY
i, TIME AND WAVELENGTH-DEPENDENT SOLAR FORCING
2. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT REACTION RATES
3. ADVECTION IGNORED
B. TEMPERATURE PROGNOSTIC EQUATION
i. HEATING RATE DEPENDENT ON SOLAR FLUX AND OZONE
AMOUNT
2. NEWTONIAN COOLING
3. ADVECTION IGNORED
d__ _2J3KI3 @z _ J3
dE = (Ul3nOH + Ul4TIH02 + 828r_N02 + Y57nClO) ¢
K12n02 Kl2nO2nm
-(Ul0nH + C_lll]OH+ _I2_HO 2 + 827r]NO + Y56nCl)@ . 2J2 qO 2
2
+ J29r_N02 + Ctl6qOH
dT
d--_ = n@ - aT + b
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Vl, DYNAMICAL MODEL
A, OZONE PROGNOSTIC EQUATION WHICH INCLUDES NITROGEN,
HYDROGEN, AND CHLORINE PHOTOCHEMISTRY
i, TIME AND WAVELENGTH-DEPENDENT SOLAR FORCING
2, TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT REACTION RATES
3, ADVECTION INCLUDED
B, TEMPERATURE PROGNOSTIC EQUATION
i, HEATING RATE DEPENDENT ON SOLAR FLUX AND OZONE
AMOUNT
2, NEWTONIAN COOLING
3, ADVECTION INCLUDED
C, QUASI-GEOSTROPHIC POTENTIAL VORTICITY EQUATION
i, MOTION FIELD IS COUPLED TO TIME-DEPENDENT SOLAR
FORCING THROUGH DIABATIC HEATING TERM
8t 8x By @y @x V2_/ + (By+ o @ Ps (z) @_ps(Z) Bz , N2 _z
= Rfo @ [Ps(Z) (Hf + Hd )]Cphp s(z) Bz N2
DIABATIC HEATING TERM
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VII, PROPOSEDPCDS USAGE
A. OZONE MIXING RATIO AND CUMULATIVE OZONE PROFILES
FROM BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROPHOTOMETER (BUV)
ON NIMBUS 4
i. DATA AVAILABLE .FROM1970-1977
2. B0°N-80°SSPATIAL COVERAGE
3. TAPE - DAILY ZONAL MEANS OF PROFILE OZONE (DZP)
4. PROFILE DATA FROM 13 PRESSURE LEVELS (0.7, 1.0,
1.5,2.0,3.0,4.0,5.0, 7.0,i0, 15, 20, 30,
AND 40 MB)
5. SHOULD GET AN IDEA OF THE IMPACT AND INTERACTION
OF SHORT-TERM UV FLUX VARIATIONS ON OZONE AND
TEMPERATURE
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B. OZONE MIXING RATIO AND TEMPERATURE PROFILES FROM
LIMB INFRARED MONITOR OF THE STRATOSPHERE (LIMS)
ON NIMBUS 7
1. DATA AVAILABLE FROM OCTOBER 25, 1978 - MAY 29, 1979
2, 84°N-6q°sSPATIAL COVERAGE
3. TAPE - MAP ARCHIVAL TAPES (LAMAT)
* CONTAIN DAILY WORLD MAP GRIDS OF HARMONIC
COEFFICIENTS FOR OZONE, NITRIC ACID, WATER
VAPOR, NITROGEN DIOXIDE, AND TEMPERATURE
AT STANDARD PRESSURE LEVELS AVERAGED INTO
38 FOUR DEGREE LATITUDE BANDS.
4. DATA IS GIVEN FOR BOTH THE ASCENDING AND
DESCENDING PART OF THE NIMBUS 7 SATELLITE ORBIT.
5. HAS BETTER VERTICAL RESOLUTION THAN BUV AND
ENABLES US TO LOOK FOR EFFECTS AS LOW AS i00 MB.
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C, OZONE MIXING RATIO PROFILES FROM SOLAR BACKSCATTER
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROPHOTOMETER (SBUV) ON NIMBUS 7
1. DATA AVAILABLE FROM NOVEMBER 1978 - 1982
2. 80°N-80°S SPATIAL COVERAGE
3, TAPE - OZONEI=ROK,SBUV (OZONE-S)
* CONTAIN TOTAL OZONE_ REFLECTIVITY_ MIXING
RATIOS_ AND LAYER OZONE AMOUNTS, SCAN BY
SCAN AND ORBIT BY ORBIT,
4. MIXING RATIOS GIVEN AT 16 PRESSURE LEVELS
(0.3-40 MB)
5. POWER ON 3 DAYS OF /4
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D. DATA USAGE
i, INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR RADIATIVE-PHOTOCHEMICAL
MODEL AND DYNAMICAL MODEL
* OZONE MIXING RATIO PROFILES
* NITROGEN DIOXIDE MIXING RATIO PROFILES
* TEMPERATURE PROFILES
* CUMULATIVE OZONE PROFILES
* GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHTS FROM FGGE?
2. TEMPORAL VARIATION OF SOLAR FLUX IN DISCRETE
WAVELENGTH BANDS FOR MODEL FORCINGS FROM ERB
INSTRUMENT ON NIMBUS 7?
3. COMPARISON WITH MODEL RESULTS
4. DATA WILL BE TRANSFERRED FROM PCDS TO IBM-PC
TO NOAA CYBER 840 AT BOULDER, CO, WHERE THE
MODELS ARE/WILL BE RUN.
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VIII. REMOTE USER PROBLEMS
A, COMMUNICATION WITH PCDSWITHOUT NETWORK ACCESS
OR TOLL-FREE NUMBER IS PROHIBITIVELY EXPENSIVE,
B, ACCESSING DATA AT NIGHT
C. AVAILABILITY OF TAPE DRIVES
D, AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTATION ON ITEMDESCRIPTIONS
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PCDS AS A TOOL IN TEACHING AND RESEARCH
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Professor Vincent Abreu
University of Michigan
2455 Ha)ward
Ann Arbor, Michigan 40105
The Space Physics Research Laboratory (SPRL) has a long history of
involvement in the development of satellite instrumentation and data
analysis. A few years ago, it became evident to the members of the SPRL
that success as a research and teaching institution was very much linked to
their capability to effectively use data bases available in the community.
For this purpose, a computer center was established to provide the hardware
and software necessary to fully utilize existing data bases for research and
teaching purposes. A schematic of the SPRL network is shown in Figure I.
The core of the system consists of two VAX ii/750s and a VAX 8600, networked
through ETHERNET to several LSI 11/23 microprocessors. As indicated in the
schematic, much of the system is used for external communications with major
networks and data centers. A VAX 11/750 provides DECNET services through
the SPAN network to the PCDS. Figure 2 is a functional diagram of PCDS
usage. As indicated in the figure, the browsing capabilities of the PCDS
are used to generate data files, which are later transferred to the SPRL
center for further data manipulation and display. This mode of operation
for classroom instruction will be used to effectively use terminals and to
simplify usage of the data base. The Atmosphere Explorer data base has been
used successfully in a similar manner in courses related to the thermosphere
and ionosphere.
The main motivation to access the PCDS was to complement research efforts
related to the High Resolution Doppler Imager (HRDI), to be flown on the
Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS). The HRDI will measure wind
velocities in the stratosphere and mesosphere during the day and the
mesosphere and thermosphere at night, with an accuracy of 5 m/sec. HRDI
will determine winds by measuring Doppler shifts of atmospheric absorption
and emission features. The PCDS has been used to provide input parameters
to a forward model that simulates the measurement. Parameters of interest
are temperature, ozone density, aerosol optical thickness, and water vapor
content.
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PLANNING FOR THE UTILIZATION OF THE PCDS IN STUDYING THE
INTERACTION OF CLOUDS (ISCCP-C DATA) AND THE EARTH
RADIATION BUDGET (ERBE DATA)
Dr. Herbert Jacobowitz
ISCCP National Project Manager and ERBE Science Team
National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service
Suitland Professional Center
E/RA II, Room 313
Washington, DC 20233
The PCDS affords an opportunity to,analyze data from different but highly
complementary data sets. Two of these highly complementary data sets
supported by the PCDS are the International Satellite Cloud Cllmatology
Project (ISCCP) and the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE). Both data
set sponsors are aware of the utility of one data set to the other, and both
projects utilize gridded data on a 2.5 ° by 2.5 ° grid. The ISCCP data have
been collected since July 1983, and the NOAA-9 data for ERBE have been
collected for more than a year. Therefore, there is a good chance to use
these temporally overlapping data sets to investigate hypothesized
relationships.
Changes in cloudiness affect both cloud albedo feedback (shortwave) and the
greenhouse effect (longwave). The relative importance of the effects of
clouds on albedo versus outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) in determining the
radiation balance has long been a matter of controversy. Now, however,
changes in cloud amount as observed by the ISCCP can be correlated to
corresponding changes in the albedo and changes in the OLR from ERBE.
Monthly means can be utilized in all instances.
The marriage of these two data sets represents a significant opportunity for
radiation balance-related research. Suggestions for additional research
studies were presented, along with suggestions for data manipulation tools
and techniques that could prove helpful in the PCDS.
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Plan for Utilization of the PCDS
in Studying the Interaction of
Clouds (ISCCP- C Data) and the
Earth's Radiation Budget (ERBE Data)
1. Objectives of the Study
2. Data Sets Required
3. Studies to be Performed
4. Requirements of the PCDS
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1. Objectives of the Study
o To understand the influence of
changes in cloud cover (amount
and type) on the Earth's radiation
budget
- How does cloud cover affect the
OLR, albedo and net radiation?
- What is the influence of surface
type on the cloud cover?
- How is the distribution of clouds
(amount and height) on the Earth
related to the variation of the
components of its radiation
budget?
- What parameters other than
clouds must be taken into
account to enable one to
estimate the radiation budget?
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Data Sets Required 
o Monthly mean ERBE scanner OLR and 
albedo for a 2.5OX2.5O grid, including 
the scene type. 
o Monthly mean ISCCP cloud parameters 
(amount, top temperature, type, etc.) for 
the 2.5OX2.5' grid above, for the same 
months as ERBE. 
o Monthly mean correlative data such as 
surface temperature for the same grid. 
3. Studies to be Performed
o Compute &a &F and &(Net)
&Ac &Ac &Ac
for each 2.5°X2.5 ° grid area by using
interannual changes in the monthly means.
o Determine the distribution of above in
space and time as functions of surface
and predominant cloud type.
o Develop relationships to enable the
estimation of the Earth's radiation budget
from the ISCCP data.
o Develop relationships to enable the
estimation of the cloud cover from
ERBE data.
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Requirements of the PCDS 
o Be able t o  store for ready access 
required ERBE and ISCCP monthly 
mean products and correlat ive 
parameters (approx. 250,000 values 
per month or 3,000,000 per year. 
o Be able to  perform multiple linear 
and nonlinear regressions, including 
signifance tests. 
o Be able t o  do EOF or spherical 
harmonic analyses of various results 
UV ALBEDO OF CLOUDS FROM TOMS DATA
Mr. David Short
Climate and Radiation Branch
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
The PCDS was found to be useful in examining a subset of data from the
Nimbus-7 Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS). The TOMS instrument scans
with six channels between .3 and .4 micrometers. It was suggested that by
analyzing albedo values from the longer wavelength channels of the TOMS, the
effects of increasing optical depth could be determined. It is the spectral
relationship of albedo-to-optical depth that is investigated in this study.
The question can be stated: "Is there spectral differentiation in albedo
wlth changes in the optical depth of clouds?"
Nimbus-7 TOMS data were obtained through the PCDS for an area and time
period for which correlative NOAA AVHRR data were available. The AVHRR data
were important in determining the existing cloud patterns.
As expected, no spectral differentiation was observed at very high albedos
(associated with high optical depths). However, at lower optical depths,
evidence of spectral dependence on albedo was observed. Mapping the results
geographically was deemed highly desirable but was not possible through the
PCDS at the time.
The PCDS can be viewed as an effective research tool to access selected
portions of data. WithoUt being intimately familiar with a data set, a PCDS
user can successfully manipulate data in a scientific study.
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Rcprinlcd from JOURNAL OF TIIE ATMOSPH£RIC ,.¢XITIENCF...$,VOl. 41, NO. 8. 15 April 1984
Am_cmA_ Soci_y
P_ntedia U.S.A.
The Effects of Very Large Drops on Cloud Absorption. Part I: Parcel Models
W. J. WISCOMBE
Department OfApplied Science. New York University. New York. NY 10003
R. M. WELCH
Institute of Atmospheric Sciences. South Dakota School of Mines and Technology Rapid City. SD 57701
W, D. HALL
Concective Storms Division. National Center for Atmospheric Research.t Boulder. CO 80307
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ANALYSIS OF RAINFALL OVER NORTHERN PERU
DURING EL NINO--A PCDS APPLICATION
Dr. Richard Goldberg
Electrodynamics Branch
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
and
Ing. Gilberto Tisnado
Instituto Nacional de Investigacion
de Transportes ("INAIT")
Peru
In an examination of GOES satellite data during the 1982 through 1983 E1
Nino period, the appearance of lee wave cloud patterns was revealed. A
correlation was hypothesized--relating an anomalous easterly flow across the
Andes with the appearance of these wave patterns and with the subsequent
onset of intense rainfall. The cloud patterns are believed to be associated
with the E1 Ni_o period and could be viewed as precursors to significant
changes in weather patterns. The ultimate goal of the researchers will be
the ability to predict occurrences of rainstorms associated with the
appearance of lee waves and related cloud patterns as harbingers of
destruction caused by flooding, huaycos, and other catastrophic consequences
of heavy and abnormal rainfall. It is hoped that forecasting of such
phenomena can alleviate some of the tragic effects associated with them.
Rainfall data from about 70 stations in northern Peru from 1980 through 1984
were formatted into CDFs to be utilized within the PCDS.* This time
period includes the 1982 through 1983 E1 Ni_o period. As an example of the
approach, a well-pronounced lee wave pattern was shown from a GOES satellite
image of April 4, 1983. The ground truth data were then displayed via the
PCDS to graphically demonstrate the increase in intensity and areal
distribution of rainfall in the northern Peruvian area in the next 4 to 5
days. The graphical technique used to display the rainfall ground truth
included a sequence of histograms, contour plots, and three-dimensional
surface diagrams.
An exciting consequence of this investigation is the researchers' plan to
quantify the available GOES satellite cloud data (on an IBM PC) and to
transfer it to the PCDS for further analysis. This use of the PCDS to
integrate satellite and nonsateliite data should prove to be extremely
beneficial in future research.
*This is a user produced data set and is not available to other users at
this time.
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Analysisof Rainfallover
NorthernPeru DuringEl Niho:
A PCDSApplication
I
..j
R. A. Goldberg
Laboratoryfor ExtraterrestrialPhysics
NASA/GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
G. Tisnado
InstitutoNacionalde Investigacionde
Transportes("INAIT")
Peru
ProjectPREPAREN:
GOES/METSATApplications
for DisasterEarlyWarning
in Ecuadorand Peru
0
(PREcipitationPAtternsRelated to El Ni_o)
Sponsor. P.Zrumpe(AmlOFDA)
TechnicalOfficer:. L Steyaert_OAA)
Study Scientist: R. Goldberg (HASA)
Visiting Scientist: (3. Tisnado(nqAIT/Peru)
ProjectPREPAREN- Objective
To investigate associations between
lee wave cloud patterns and e_me
rainfall events in coastal regions
of Northern Peru and Ecuador to
develop flood alert models for
these regions.
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5. TECHNICAL PRESENTATIONS

CENTRAL ON-LINE DATA DIRECTORY
Dr. James Thieman
Central Data Services Facility
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
The NSSDC Central On-line Data Directory (CODD), which allows the general
scientist remote access to information about data sets available not only at
NSSDC, but throughout the scientific community, was discussed. A user may
search for data set information within CODD by specifying spacecraft name,
experiment name, investigator name, and/or keywords. CODD will include
information on atmospheric science data sets contained not only within the
PCDS, but also within other data sets that are deemed important. Keywords
to be used in locating these data sets are currently being formulated. The
main type of keyword to be used for categorization of data sets will be
discipline related. The primary discipline keyword for PCDS-type data sets
would be "ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE." A good set of subdiscipline keywords is
needed under this discipline to subdivide the data sets. A sheet containing
a strawman set of subdiscipline keywords was distributed, and a request was
made for the knowledgeable scientists to modify or replace the proposed
keywords. Suggested changes can be made on the distributed sheet (included
with the viewgraph copies in this document) and mailed as indicated on the
sheet.
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NASA DATA DIRECTORY / CATALOG SYSTEM
J
DECREASING
LEVEL OF DIRECTORY OF
INFORMATION I DIRECTORIES
DETAIL
II HIGH LEVEL INFORMATION ON
INDIVIDUAL DATA SETS
ol
I
":':':':': DETAILED INFORMATION
:::.:.'.'.
III NODS PCDS iii.? ii!i PDS ? ON WHOLEDATA SETS
• • , , •
.:.:.:.:.:.:
, , io,,,,,
INFORMATION
IU ON DATA SET
GRANULES
LAND OCEANS ATMOSPHERE SOLAR- PLANETARY ASTROPHYSICS
/CLIMATE TERRESTRIAL
DISCIPLINE
CODD QUERY INTERFACE
:SPACECRAFTor
SPACECRAFT5ERIE5 EXPERIMENT INVESTI6ATOR KEYWORDS
IIIA6ER
/
HELP HELP 'HELP
, f
OR-SERIES JINFORMATION INVESTI6ATORINFORMATION; INFORMATION
u1
I
DATASET(S)
J|
COmE.TS IC_CTERmnCSI INrOe._T,o.
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE KEYWORDS FOR CODD
THE NSSDC Central On-line Data Directory (CODD) allows a user to search for
data sets of interest in several ways. One of them is to search for
keywords appropriate for the scientific discipline or subdiscipline in which
the data are studied. These keywords would lead the user to data systems
such as the Pilot Climate Data Base and the data sets within it. We are
interested in obtaining meaningful keywords for each of the scientific
disciplines from experts in the field. The keywords should provide good
categories for subdividing the data sets so that their use will
significantly narrow the number of data sets to be further examined.
One of our present categories of scientific disciplines is ATMOSPHERIC
SCIENCE. Below are listed a proposed set of subdisciplines that could be
easily changed. We are looking for a set of approximately 6 to 12
subdiscipline keywords that would be as complete and mutually exclusive as
possible, although we realize this may be impossible. We would appreciate
your suggested changes to this list, including a complete new set (and even
suggestions for subcategories to these words if possible). Please indicate
your suggestions on this sheet and leave it in the front of the conference
room or in the anteroom, or, if you wish to mail this in later, mail to:
Dr. J. Thieman
Code 633
NASA/GSFC
Greenbelt, MD 20771
You could also send messages via SPAN to NSSDC::THIEMAN.
Thank you for your assistance.
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE Name
Exosphere
Ionosphere
Mesosphere
Stratosphere
Thermosphere
Troposphere
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$ SET HOST NSSDC
Username: NSSDC
_ic-c._ %otf_-T_C
_z- _oi|a_ir_fur_ztic¢6are available
-- .-'.:_" -_-- .... &.'__ .4__--__---_--_
- - "'_" -u--__c_--m_
6 - £_Pt41infor_tion quer_ re@orir_t.
_dc_ f_r_tice do Sou _ish to perfom?
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UNIVERSITY PARTICIPATION VIA UNIDATA
Part I
Professor John Dutton
Department of Meteorology
116 Deike Building
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802
The UNIDATA Project is a cooperative university project, operated by the
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) with National Science
Foundation (NSF) funding, aimed at providing interactive communication and
computations to the university community in the atmospheric and oceanic
sciences. The initial focus has been on providing access to data for
weather analysis and prediction. However, UNIDATA is in the process of
expanding and possibly providing access to the Pilot Climate Data System
through the UNIDATA system in an effort to develop prototypes for an Earth
science information system. The notion of an Earth science information
system evolved from discussions within NASA and several advisory committees
in anticipation of receiving data from the many Earth observing instruments
on the space station complex (Earth Observing System).
Stimulated by the 1979 announcement of the government decision to distribute
National Weather Service data for government purposes only, UCAR sought ways
to provide weather data and computational capability to the university
community. It formed the UNIDATA project, and preliminary plans were
announced to representatives of 80 universities gathered for an
organizational meeting held at the University of Wisconsin in Madison. A
management structure was created that consisted of a steering committee, a
management committee, and four working groups. As a result of the efforts
of those with[n that management structure, a proposal was formulated and
delivered to NSF. NSF appropriated funds for the proposed developmental
phase that began over a year ago and included the determination of a set of
functional requirements for system design, the investigation of
communications architecture and system interfaces, the identification of
components and methods of data acquisition, and, finally, the specification
of an implementation plan.
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OVR-2
UNIDATA BROAD OBJECTIVES
FUR THER ED UCA TION AND RESEARCH
IN THE ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES VIA
ADVANCEDCOMMUNICATIONS
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
VIDEO DISPLAYS
SAVE EFFORT THROUGH COMMONALITY OF
APPLICATIONSSOFTWARE
SYSTEM SOFTWARE
INTERFACES
HARDWARE
Jon 85- D. Fulker
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OVR-3
UNIDATA BACKGROUND
EARLY "70s - Interactive Processing and Graphics
Refined for Atmospheric Study at a Few Institutions
L4TE *70s - AMS/UCAR Attempt to Find Common Basis
for Community Wide Utilization of Such Development
EARLY "80s - NOAA Decision on AFOS Creates Concern
about Availability of Weather Data
OCT f 982 - UCAR UNIDATA Steering Connnittee Formed
to Organize Community Action on Both Issues
1983 - Madison Workshop Endorses System Concept
NOV f984 - NSF Approves Grant for UNIDATA Phase H
Jan 85 - O. Fulker
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OVR-4
UNIDATA SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
AS ENDORSED AT JULY "88 WORKSHOP
Transmit Broad Menu of Weather Data
and Appropriate Satellite Imagery
Support Local Interactive Analysis
Provide Communications Between Local
Systems (Workstations) and Major
Computer Centers
Permit Remote Interaction with
Field Experiments
Jon 85- D. Fulker
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UNIDA TA COMMITTEES AND WORKINC GR OUPS
STEERING COMMITTEE MANAGEMENTADVISORY COMMI'I-FEE
d Dutton (chair) Penn State J Dutton (chair) Penn State
E Agee Purdue D Fulker (proj mgr) UCAR
D Johnson Wisconsin R Greenfield NSF
W Macintyre NCAR R Orville SUNY/Albony
C Moss Washington S Ruttenberg UCAR
R Serafin NCAR D Sargeont NOAA
J Stephens Florida State V Suomi Wisconsin/SSEC
V Suomi Wisconsin/SSEC R Wilhelmson Illinois
" T vonder Hoar Colorado State + 4 Working Group Choirs
COMMUNI CATIONS WORKI NO GROUP LOCAL DATA MANAGEMENTWORKI NO GROUP
Choir: C Cooper, RAL Choir: R Hauser, Col Stote/Chico
DATA ACCESS WORKING GROUP LOCAL HARDWARE& SOFTWARE SYSTEMS WG
Chair : C Moss, Washington Choir : E Agee, Purdue
Aug 85 - D Fulker
UNIDA TA WORKING GR 0 UP MEMBER SHf PS
COMMUNICATIONS DATA ACCESS
C Cooper (cha i r) RAL C Mass (cha i r) Washi ngton
D Fulker UCAR R Evans Miami
K Hays Florida State R Jenne NCAR
R Py I e SUNY/AI bany D Johnson Wi scans i n
T Warner Penn State T Sch I at ter PROFS
= LOCAL HARDWARE& SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LOCAL DATA MANAGEMENT
I
w
E Agee (chair) Purdue R Hauser (chair) Cal St/Chico
B Domenico NCAR J Anderson Illinois
R Hauser Cal State/Chico G Dengel Wisconsin/SSEC
G Huffman Maryland R Dengel Wisconsin/SSEC
K Mclntyre Florida State S Emmerson Miami
R Pasken Parks College D Fulker UCAR
D Robertson consultant C Gautier Scripps
D Smith Purdue D Joseph NCAR
T Whittaker Wisconsin/SSEC D Leserman consultant
R Wilhelmson Illinois J Moore Saint Louis
L Wolfson Scripps
Aug 85 - D F'ulker
UNIDATA - MAJOR PHASE 11 DECISIONS 
A .  Local C o n f i g u r a t i o n  Based on L A N  Techno logy  
( P r  imar  i l y  E t h e r n e t )  
B.  Sepa ra te  Weather Da ta  B roadcas t  and Long-Haul 
Computer-to-Computer Communicat ions 
C .  Deve lop  L o c a l  System V i a  Two Pa ths  
1 .  VAX and MicroVAX C l a s s  Computers,  
Running VMS o r  U N l X  O p e r a t i n g  Systems: 
NASA's GEMPAK/GEMPLT/TAE and NCAR GRAPHICS 
2 .  IBM PC/AT C lass  Computers,  
Running MSDOS O p e r a t i n g  System: 
Wiscons in ' s  MclDAS and NCAR GRAPHICS 
D .  E s t a b l  i s h  UNIDATA P r o j e c t  O f f  i c e  
Oct 85 - S Kosatngar 
UNIVERSITY PARTICIPATION VIA UNIDATA
Part II
Mr. David W. Fulker
UNIDATA Project Manager
UCAR Projects Office
P.O. Box 3000
Boulder, Colorado 80307
The University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) is presently
completing UNIDATA, Phase II, considered to be the design phase of the
UNIDATA Project. The four major components of the UNIDATA System are:
I) global services to which access is provided, 2) long haul communication
for providing that access, 3) local services for providing access and local
management of acquired data, and 4) local interactive processing and
graphical display. In this presentation, each component was described in
detail with linkages among the components elucidated.
Within this framework, access to the PCDS was discussed. It was pointed out
that access to the PCDS could occur via general purpose computer-to-computer
communications providing remote log on to the system. The UNIDATA System
could also be used to transfer information from the PCDS, provided the
appropriate software is available to receive the data. Both of these
scenarios require agreements on the access protocols and appropriate
physical connections.
One of the dominant driving forces behind the UNIDATA movement was the
recognition that work stations and small (personal) computers have reached
the point where they can be used significantly in the university atmospheric
science setting. Another motivating factor was the universities' needs for
weather information on a near real-time basis, and UNIDATA has already
established a satellite broadcast data service for this purpose. Although
only in the developmental stage, a model based on local area network (LAN)
technology with common storage (or file server) has been proposed for a
Local Data Management (LDM) Subsystem. Phase III of the UNIDATA Project
will include a prototype implementation of this Local Data Management
Subsystem. A proposal has been submitted to NSF to fund Phase llI, which
includes Beta testing in actual university settings of all UNIDATA
components. Extending the broadcast data system, establishing a formal
software library, establishing a support office, and preparing system and
user documentation are also goals of Phase III. In addition, a Phase IV
that calls for community wide implementation is being planned.
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UNIDATA SYSTEM DESIGN OVERVIEW
Global Servi,ces To Wh_,cltAccess Is Prov_,deg
Current Weather Data Historical Specialized Field
- NOAA Services Data Centers Computing Centers---Programs
- Unidata Info , (NCAR and Others) ..
• _ _ ........
Broadcast , General Purpose .-
e p
Via Loser Computer to Computer" Long-Haul
Satellite Disks Communications Corn,rn,u_,ic_ior_s
('I'VRO) ,," (NCAR/USAN & NSFNET)
! I
St ructu red Loca I
Data..-""Local Data Computing Local
Ingest \ Local ,,ea etwork J Seru,ces
_+____---_Ethernet
DEC MicroVAX Other 32-Bit IBM XT/AT Class
Workstations Workstations Workstations
(UNIX or VMS) (UNIX) (MSDOS)
Software Library (Based on MclDAS, GEMPAK, NCAR Graphics, Etc)
Plus Locally Developed Applications
Local In_erac_i,_Je ProcesM, ng & Grgph,_,ccLlDLs3olcL!]
Oct 85. F'ulker
USER INTERFACE,
BROADCAST DATA GRAPHICS DISPLAY, AND
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS
INGESTING, TRANSFORMATION, '
SELECTION, AND DERIVATION, AND
DECODING INDEX GENERATION _
_ QUERY,
_" SELECTION, AND
_ _ I DATA ACCESS
, ,- STANDARD UNIDATA STRUCTURES_
ARCHIVE _ COMMON STORAGE_
LOCAL DATA MANAGEMENT (LDM) SUBSYSTEM
NETWORK ACCESS TO PCDS (SPAN, ESN, SESNET, ARPANET)
Dr. James Green
Director, National Space Science Data Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
One of the major goals of the National Space Science Data Center is to
increase access to NASA data systems by enhancing networking activities.
The activities are centered around three basic networking systems: the
Space Physics Analysis Network (SPAN); the Earth Science Network (ESN); and
the NASA Packet Switched System (NPSS). In this presentation, each system
was described, linkages among systems were explained, and future plans were
announced. The inclusion of several new climate nodes on SPAN or ESN was
also mentioned. Presently, the Pilot Climate Data System is accessible
through SPAN and will be accessible through NPSS by summer and ESN by the
end of 1986.
Ambitious plans for implementation are underway. The implementation of
these plans will represent a major advance in the utilization and
accessibility of data worldwide. The interdisciplinary opportunities
afforded for correlative studies will further expand the nature and scope of
future research using NASA data.
Copies of the SPAN technical memorandum, TM-86499, and of the "First Earth
Science Pilot Coordination Meeting" minutes are available on request from
NSSDC.
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NSSDC NETWORK INVOLVEMENT
o SPACE PHYSICS ANALYSIS NETWORK (SPAN)
- OPERATIONAL (120 COMPUTER NODES)
- MAJOR REDESIGN UNDERWAY
- COMBINES SPACE PHYSICS, ATMOSPHERIC, PLANETARY,
AND OCEANS (FUTURE) NODES
- GSFC, PENN STATE, U OF MICHIGAN, MIT & NCAR
o EARTH SCIENCE NETWORK (ESN)
- MAJOR DEVELOPMENT UNDERWAY
- EXPECTIPARTIAL OPERATIONS BY SEPTEMBER!
- FULL OPERATION BY DECEMBER 86
O NASA PACKET SWITCHED SYSTEM (NPSS)
- EXCELLENT TELENET CONNECTION
- HAS SPAN GATEWAY AT MSFC
- EXPECT NSSDC GATEWAY BY JULY
- PRIMARY TERMINAL TRAFFIC
- NPSS PART OF NASA'S PROGAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATION
(PSC) HIGHWAY
o NEED TO IDENTIFY MAJOR CLIMATE NETWORK NODES
FOR SPAN OR ESN
WHAT IS THE SPACE PHYSICS ANALYSIS NETWORK (SPAN)
o SPAN DESIGN STARTED IN 1980; SPAN OPERATION STARTED IN 1981
o SPAN IS A MULTI-MISSION, CORRELATIVE DATA COMPARISON NETWORK
o SPAN IS "RUN" BY THE USERS (DATA SYSTEMS USERS WORKING GROUP)
o SPAN IS A COMPUTER-TO-COMPUTER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM (DECNET)
I
o SPAN UTILIZES MUCH OF THE ALREADY PAID FOR NASA EQUIPMENT
o NSSDC HAS BEEN A SPAN NODE SINCE OCTOBER 1984
SPAN Noclesas ot January1986
81lb U. lldm Mrr
!
+IJ_NL
+U_
+JR.
_. +UlO
EuropeanNodesConnectedto SPAN
ICECommunication Support
I Control I IPDe er _1 Bidg 23
CATV
iNSSDC ........... 690Bldg 26/28 Bldg 21
MSFC
JPLSP IOWA I ISm!th 6aLeway Gurnett LANLScarf Bame
i
: TELENET/DATEXP!
Hynds ....... Germany
NSSDC
_PT 12/_
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FUTURE GOALS OF NSSDC/SPAN
O "OPEN UP" NSSDC RESOURCES TO ELECTRONIC ACCESS
- PCDS, PLDS
O DATA CATALOGS AND DIRECTORIES ONLINE
- "ROAD MAP" FOR SPACE AND EARTH SCIENCE DATA
O SERVICE REQUEST
- NSSDC::REQUEST
- NETWORK DESIRED DATA (SMALL AMOUNTS, DOCUMENTATION,
PLOT FILES, ETC.)
I
O NSSDC FACILITIES TO COME ON SPAN
- ASTRONOMICAL DATA CENTER
- CDAWS AND SSC
o PSC WILL PROVIDE THE LINES (MARCH/APRIL 86)
- REDESIGN SPAN WITH HIGHER (DYNAMIC) BANDWIDTHS
O MAJOR LINES TO EUROPE AND JAPAN
O DEVELOP GATEWAYS TO OTHER NETWORKS (NPSS, ESN, SESNET, ETC.)
SPAN U e f P C
UCLA_.
Lockheed "_. SESnet
STARLAB-__ JPL lll,lll,llllll,l,lll,llllllIllll,lll,IIlll 6SFC
UCB"_ ROUTER AFGLSPRL
•-'- 1' -_'"' ""i f """DECnet/DDCMP_ DECnetlDDCMP
Tail Circuits _,,, i Tail(J1
" SWRI '"'"""""""" 56 I<B/S • S&Enet
LPI ROUTER ROUTER UAH
RICE _ IOWA
UTD JSC t" PSC MSFC KSC
I I II
•" "" Highway
NSSDC
SEPT 11185
tanfo
II IVashingto
ockhot
OC Borkele
s., GSFC
JPL NSSDC
o| Hawaii
Tee
oro$ _ l)olawa_
U1
SPA N CONFIGURA TION
11.Tena
U. Chica Sl. Louis lJ.Iowa
JSC o,,.,:o..,. SFC
nsas lJ.Michigan
NSSDC
Nov15/85-3
RECENT REFERENCESABOUT SPAN
D.N. BAKER, R.D. ZWICKL, AND J.L. GREEN, THE NASA DATA SYSTEMS
USERS WORKINGGROUP: RECOMMENDATIONSFOR IMPROVEDSCIENTIFIC
INTERACTIONS EOS (MEETING REPORT) 65, 46, 1984.
SPAN PILOT PROJECTREPORT, EOS (MEETING REPORT), 65, iii, 1984.
J.L. GREEN, SPACELABDATA ANALYSIS USING THE SPAN SYSTEM, IN
THE NATIONAL SYMPOSIUMAND WORKSHOPON OPTICAL PLATFORMS, PROC°,
SPIE 493 (C. WYMANEDITOR), 370, 1984.
J.L. GREEN, D.N. BAKER, AND R.D. ZWICKL, DSUWGMEETING REPORT,
EOS, (MEETING REPORT), 66, 565, 1985.
J.L. GREENAND D. PETERS (EDITORS), INTRODUCTIONTO THE SPACE
PHYSICS ANALYSIS NETWORK(SPAN), NASA TM-86499, APRIL 1985.
D.L. GALLAGHER, J.L. GREEN, AIiD R. NEWMAN,SPAN GRAPHICS DISPLAY
UTILITIES HANDBOOK,NASA TM-86500, MAY 1985.
J.L. GREEN, AND R.D. ZWICKL, DATA SYSTEMSUSERS WORKINGGROUP
ACCEPTEDIN EOS, NOVEMBER1985.
T. SANDERSON,S. HO, N. HEIJDEN, E. JABS, AND J.L. GREEN,
NEAR-REALTIME TRANSATt.ANTIC TRANSMISSION OF ICE SPACECRAFT
DATA USING THE SPAN NETWORK:THE COMETGIACOBINI-ZINNER
ENCOUNTER,ACCEPTEDIN THE ESA BULLETIN, DECEMBER!985.
J.L. GREEN, AND J.H. KING, BEHIND THE SCENESDURING A
COMETENCOUNTER,ACCEPTED IN EOS, DECEMBER1985.
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EARTH SCIENCE NETWORK (ESN)
o BASED ON PILOT LAND AND OCEANS COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS
o PSC WILL PROVIDE THE LINES (AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 86)
o PROTOCOL CHOSEN TCP/IP AND DECNET
o CURRENT DESIGN SIMILAR TO SPAN
- USE 56 KB/S BACKBONE
I
- TAIL CIRCUITS CONNECTED TO ROUTING CENTERS AT 9.6 KB/So
- PROPOSED ROUTING CENTERS GSFC, MSFC, JPL, AND AMES
o SOFTWARE/HARDWARE TO BE DETERMINED AND PROCURED
- ROUTERS
- INTERFACE
SPAN/OCEANNETWORK
LDGO U of
Delaware
PL/N GSFC/NSSDC osFcNOAA
Univof Oceandata
Scripps RhodeI. center
Instof
Oceanograph
NSSDC
DEC 19185
GII%FC (620)
[ iMAtn_um
I I "mcmG,-
I I J _o'scws_,
I I I I m_s'rAlzI I I I I
DKLAWAU NKSDIS (CP SP)
GSlrC
AGR ILRSCTR ROUTSR _ (USTON)
_ I USGS
(BOULDn)
JPL AMES MsJrc B R 0 S
Rolrrmi ROUTER
I [ [ [ [ [ t_.,,o_ ,.o_ll[[[ I
[Iik ff 'g;s' !IiI
i l, usc,s (m,A_sTAm,) mmmAS,A,j
i USGS (PlIORNIX) Or_AHOMA s
*WASHINGTON WYOMING
PSCN DATA LINES
36 r bits/see. (SOURCKDATA) NSSI)C
9.6 k bitslsec. (USER DATA) NOVEMBER 1985
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NSSDCNETWORKACTIVITI ES
.EMOTE REMOTE EARTH
____ SCIENCE
NETWORKSPAN SPAN/OCEANS
ROUTER RDUTEA
m i i
I I
ETHERN REMOTENODES
PSC
VAIl 8600 LAND
NPSS PCDS ROUTERPLDS
NSSDC
Dec9/8S
NPSS ACCESS TO NSSDC
o CURRENT NPSS CONNECTION AT MSFC
- GTE/TELENET TRANSPARENT
- MUST LOGON TO SSL
- USE SPAN TO GET TO NSSDC
o NSSDC/NPSS CONNECTION OPERATIONAL BY JULY 86
- PROVIDE TERMINAL ACCESS
I
w
- LIMITED FILE TRANSFER
o NASA PAYS TELENET BILL
LOCAL USER
@31 IXX'_'_','-'XXXX,,,,,,,
GTE/TELENET
NETWORK BRIDGE
I
IJuly 1986
SPAN
MSFC SSL PCDSNSSDC
F'LDS
NSSDC
JAN 22/86
FUTURE GOALS
O ADD PCDS SPECIFIC NODES TO SPAN OR ESN
O LOOK FOR WAYS TO MERGE SPAN AND ESN
INTO A UNIFIED NASA SCIENCE NETWORK
u'l
I
bJ
SPAN Node Contact Inforaation List
MSFC Routing Center Location
SSL Discipline= Solar Terr.,Planetary
Dennis Gallagher Machine = SSL
Mail Code ESOI Bldg. = 4481
Marshall Space Flight Center Re. : 303
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
205/453-0108
MSFC PSCN Tail Circuits
UAH Discipline= Solar Terrestrial
J. R. Sick Machine : UAH
Roy Torbert (Alt) Bldg. = Research Institute
Research Institute Bldg. Re. " DI4
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, Alabama 35899
205/895-5318
205/895-6417 (Alt)
U OF KANSAS Discipline= Solar Terrestrial
Rick Desko Machine = KUPHSX
University of Kansas Bldg. = Malott Hall
Department of Physics and Astronomy Rm. : B095
Lawrence, Kansas 66_45
913/864-3610
IOWA Discipline= Solar Terr.,Planetary,Aetro-
.... physics
Larry H. Schroeder Machine = VAX-II/780
Room 114 VAN Bldg. = Van Allen Hall
Department of Physics and Astronomy Hm. = 209
University of loua
loua City, IA 52242
319/353-5693
319/353-5148
SPRLA Discipline: Atmospheric,Astrophysics
Salis Linggi Machine = SPRLA
Space Physics Research Lab. Bldg. = Space Physics Research Lab
University of Michigan Rm. : 2136
2455 Hayuard, Ann Arbor
Michigan 48109
313-763-6229
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UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI Discipline: Oceans
Robert A. Evans Machine= VAX-II/780
RSMAS/MPO Bldg. : Marine Science Center
4600 Ricksbacker Ceuy Rs. : 222
Miami, FL 33149
305/361-4018
NAVY NORDA Discipline: Oceans
John Schsidt Machine= VAX 8600
NORDA Bldg. = 1105
Code 321 Re. : 604
NSTL, Miss. 39529
601/688-5268
FTS (494-5256)
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY Discipline: Planetary
Susan Slavney Machine = WURST
Vashington University Bldg. : Vtlson Hall
St. Louis, MO 63130 Re. : 10
314/889-5493
CHICAGO Discipline: Astrophysics
Gordon Lentz
Laboratory for Astrophysics and Machine : PDP-II/44
Space Research Bldg. : Lab for Astrophysics and Space
Enrico Fermi Institute Research
The University of Chicago Re. = 52
933 East 56th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637
3121852-7836
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN Discipline: Astrophysics
Chris Anderson Machine = VAX-II/780
University of Wisconsin Bldg. : Sterling Hall
Madison, gi 53706 Rm. : 5507
608/262-0492
MIPSI (MSFC/HOSC) Discipline= Spacelab,Spacs Station
Harrell Phillips Machine : TMIS VAX
Mail Code EL23 Bldg. : 4653
Marshall Space Flight Center Rm. : A109
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
205/453-2617
2051453-2850
KSC Discipline: Spacelab,Space Station
Mark 3uhr Machine :
MS/PRC 2294 Bldg. : Hg. Building
Kenedy Space Center, FL 32899 Re. = 3468
305/823-3189
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GSFC Routing Center Location
NSSDC Discipline: All
_mm_m
Lee Foster Machine : NSSDC
Code 533 Bldg_ : 25
GSFC Re. : 121
Greenbelt, MD 20771
(3gl) 344-5574
GSFC PSCN Tail Circuits
NASA/HQ Discipline: All
Dave Lavery Machine = POLLUX
NASA Headquarters Bldg. : FOBIgB
Vaehington, DC 29546 Re. : A13
202/453-1772
ESOC Discipline: All
Robert Bosch Machine :
ESOC Bldg. : Meteorsat Bldg.
61gg Darmstadt Re. : 19g (2nd floor)
Vest Germany
49-6151-886-659
AFGL Discipline: Solar Terr.
Donna Pelekaeie Machine : AFGL
Air Force Geophysical Laboratory Bldg. : 1107
Hanecoa AFB, MA Rm. : 120
617/861-241
BARTOL RESEARCH FOUNDATION Discipline: Solar Terr.
William Matthaeus Machine :
University of Delauare Bldg. : Sharp Lab
Bartol Research Foundation Rm. : 217
Neuark, Delauare 19716
302/451-8111
U of Maryland Discipline: Solar Terr.
Dr. Chuck Goodrich Machine :
Dept of Physics and Astronomy Bldg. : Space Sciences Bldg.
University of Maryland RN. : 1235
College Park, MD 20742
3_1/454-593B
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NRL Disciplines Solar Torr.
Dr Paul Rodriguez Machine s
David galkor (Alt} Bldg. s 209
Code 4796 Re. : 32gA
Nm.
Plammm Phymicm Division
455Overlook Ave.
gmmhington, OC 29375
FTS767-3844
FTS787-332g (Air)
APL Dtmoiplinss Solar Tarr., Planetary
Lore Suthsr 2-150 Hachtne s SIPVAX
JHU APL Bldg. s 2
JohnmHopkinmRd. Ra. s 50
Laurel, MD 29707
(391) _ x84
Goddmrd inmtitute of Space Studims Disciplines Ateompberio
mn _ • n
Sol Brodar Machine s
Re. 210
Goddard inmtituts for Spacs Solencmm Bldg. s 28
NASA Re. s132
2880Bromd_ay
Nag Tork, HT 10025
FTS (664-55_)
PENNST Disciplines Climate
Jim Brson Machine s PENNST
Penn State University Bldg. : Valker Bldg.
423 Vslkar Building Re. s 616
University Park, PA 188g2
8141855-9495
HIT Disciplines Planetary
John Richardson Machine s
MIT Bldg. : 37
Cambridge, MA g2139 Re. s 585
617/253-6112
Cornell University Disciplines Planetary
Phillip Nicholson Machine s Astronomy Dept. vax-il/75g
Dr. Peter Gieraach (Alt) Bldg. s Space Sciences Bldg.
Space Scioncmm Bldg. Re. : 31g
Cornall University
Ithaca, NT 14853
607/255-8543 (Exchange converts from 256 to 255 on March 3, 1988)
607/255-8544 (Alt)
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LAMONT-DOHERTY Dieciplinez Oceans
Bruce Huber Machine : VAX-II/780
LDGO - Oceanography Bldg. = Oceanography Bldg.
Palisades, NT 19964 Re. : 202B
914/359-29gg
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE Discipline: Oceans
Andy Maffil Machine : VAX-II/780
Woods Hole Oceanographic Bldg. : Clark Laboratory
Clark I Rm. : 128
roods Role, MA 02543
617/548-14gg (X2759)
SPACE TELESCOPE INSTITUTE Discipline: Astrophysics
Dr. Peter Shaaes Machine :
Space Telescope Institute Bldg. : ST Science Institute Bldg.
370Q San Martin Drive Rm. : 126
Hoaeuood Campus
Baltieore, MD 21218
3gl/338-4748
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE Discipline: Oceans
Ferris gebster Machine : MicroVAX II
College of Marine Studies Bldg. : Cannon Bldg.
University of Delauare Rm. : 2E5
Lewes, DE 19958
3g2/645-4255
NOAA - NODC Discipline: Oceans
Robert Fish Machine : VAX-II/75g
National Oceanogr. Data Center Bldg. : Universal-South Bldg.
2ggl gisconein Ave., Ng Rm, : Unknoun before 2/65
Vaehington, DC
292/634-7479
FTS (634-7479)
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND Disciplinez Oceans
Peter Cornillon Machine : VAX-II/75_
Grad. School of Oceanography Bldg. : Vatkins
Kingston, RI g2882 Re. : let floor computer room
4gl/792-6283
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JPL Routing Center Location
S_.I:NUlIWr41HH_
PPDS and JPLnet Disciplines Solar Terr.,Planetary, Earth
Science
JohnPiotromski II/S 264/786 Haohina s
Jet Propulsion Lab Bldg. s 171
4800 Oak Grove Drive Re. e B5
Pmdanm, C1 911B9
(818) 354-5491
JPL Tail Cirouitm
mmmmHmm
LOCKHD Disciplines Solar Tart.
Dayton Datlowe Hachina s LOCKHi)
0/91-20 B 255 Bldg. s 255
Lockheed Pale Alto Research Re. : 0E-105
Laboratories
3251 Hanover Stramt
Pale Alto, Ca. 94304
415/424-3274
UNIVERSITY of VASHINGTON Disciplines Solar Tarr.
Douglmm g. Potter Hachine s
Gmorge Pitt (Alt) Bldg. s Johnson Hall
Geophymica Program, AK-50 RI. | 365
University of Vamhington
Seattle, Vaehington 98195
208/543-S055
206/543-0208 (Alt)
Tag Disciplines Solar Terr.
m_
Sandra Chang Machine s TRVATB
Tag Bldg. : 01
One Space Park Re. : 1120
Bldg RI/II7g
Redondo Bch, CA 90278
(213) 538-2017
AEROSPACE Disciplines Solar Terr.
Dr. Joseph Famnall Machine s
Space SciencuLaboratory Bldg. s 26
The Aerompance Corporation Re, s 150
El Segundo, California, 90245
213-648-7075
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VXBHS (UCLA) Discipline: Solar Terr.,Planetary
Nancy L. Keder Machine = VXBMS
Melecular Biology Institute Bldg. : Slichter Hall
UCLA Re. : 5880
Los Angeles, CA 9_24
(213) 825-8901
LJSP01 and LJSP02 (UCSD) Discipline= Solar Terr.,Astrophyeics
Ed Hoopee Machine :
University ef California San Diego Bldg. : AP h M
Center for Astrophysics and Rs. z 2839
Space Science
C-011
La Jolla, California 92093
(619) 452-4987
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY Discipline= Solar Terr.
Dr. Forrest Moeer Machine : VAX-II/750
David Curtis (Alt) Bldg. = Space Scienc Lab
UC Berkeley Rs. : 240
Space Science Laboratory
Berkeley, California 94720
415/642-0549
415/542-5_98 (Alt)
USU Discipline: Atsoepheric
Prof. Joe R. Doupnik Machine = USU
Center for Ateospheric and Bldg. : Lund Hall
Space Sciences, UMC-34 Re. : 101
Utah State University
Logan, Utah 84322
(801) 750-2982
STAR Discipline: Solar Terr.,Atmoepheric,
.... Spacelab
Dr. Calvin C. Teague Machine : STAR
Center for Radar Astronosy Bldg. : Durand
Durand Building, Boos 229 Re. = 215
Stanford, California 94305
415-497-3596
ARIZONA Discipline: Planetary
Joe Gotobed Machine = UicroVAX II
Lunar and Planetary Lab Bldg. : 92
The University of Arizona Re. = 429
Tucson, AZ 85721
602/621-4021
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University of Hauaii Di_iplinat Planatary
Karl Hinck _achina s UHPGVX2
University of HauBii Bldg. I Sinclair Library
Planetary Geomolsncem As. s 6
2525 tetras Road
Honolulu, Hmg_522
(898) 948-6321
Cal Teoh Dl_iplinss Planatary, Amtrophyslcs
_emmm4Dmqm_m
EdDantslson Haohino : JUPITI
California Institute of Technology Bldg. 8 South Audd
Geology and Planetary Science Am. s 18BD
iSgD S. Nudd
Pasadena, Ca 91125
(818} 356-6661
UC SANTA BARBARA Dimoipltns80oemnm
Ray Smith Aaohins s VAX-II/7r-__
Geography Dept. Bldg. s Engineering Bldg. 1
University of California De. s 3152
Santa Barbara, CA
895/961-2.618
OREGONSTATE U. Disciplines Oceans
Dudley Chslton Aachins s HioroVAX I!
College of Oceanography Bldg. s Oceanography Bldg. 1
Oregon State University Am. s 444
Corvallis, OH 97331 Disciplines Planetary, Earth Science
JPL Disciplines Oceans
Butt Goldetsin Aachina : VAX-II/78g
Mail Stop 2g2-1gl Bldg. : 202
48gg Oak Grove Drive Ra. s lgl
Pasadena, CA
4_6/354-7452
FTS (792-7452)
AAVTPOSTGRADSCHOOL Dimoiplines Oceans
James Auollar Hachins : VAX System
Dept. of Oceanography Bldg. t Root Hall
Naval Post Graduate School Am. : 123
honesty, CA 93943-51041
425/846-3266
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA Dimoipline: Ocaanm
David Fritts Aaohine s VAX-II/78g or VAX-II/785
Geophysical INstitute Bldg. s Elvay Bldg.
University of Alaska Re. : 219
Pairbanka, AK 99775-68gg
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SCRIPPS IMST. OF OCEANOGRAPHT Discipline: Oceans
Hark Abbott Machine : HicroVAX II
Scripps Inst. of Oceanography Bldg, : Scripps Satellite Oceanographic
University of California, A-002 Ra. : Facility in trailers
La Jells, CA 92093
519/452-4791
Eric Eliason Hachtns : ASTOG
United States Geological Survey Bldg. : 4
Astrogeology Re. : 4g
2255 g. Gmeini Drive
Flagstaff. Az 86_01
(502) 527-7113
AMES Discipline: Earth Science
Haureen Ockert Machine s
Aces Bldg. : 240
Hail Stop 245-3 Re. z 111
Hoffet Field, California 94E35
414/694-5593
FTS (454-5593)
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JSC Routing Center Location
Johnson Space Center m Discipline: Planetary
Dan Anderson Machine : SM
JSC Bldg. :31
Coda SH Re. = 262A
Houston, TX 77958
FTS (525-4464)
713/483-4464
JSC Tail Circuits
ESSDPI and ESSDP2 (LANL) Discipline: Solar Terr.
Steve Blair Machine : ESSDP2
Mail Stop D440 Bldg. : SM40
Los Alamoe National Laboratory Rm. : NII4A
P.O. Box 1653
Los Alaeos, NM 87545
Office: (505)557-921! FTS (843-9211)
Group Office: (505)657-9258 FTS (843-9268)
Rice University Discipline: Theory Solar Terr.
Professor Patricia Reiff Machine : MicroVAX l|
Rice University Bldg. : Space Science Bldg.
Dept. of Space Physics and Re. : 263
Astrophysics
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, Texas 77251
7131527-8101, ext. 2650
UTD Discipline:Solar Terr.,Ataoepheric
Bob Pouer Hachine : PDP-II/23
Center for Space Sciences, Bldg. : Founders Building
M.S. F02.2 RB. : F01.504
University of Texas at Dallas
P.O. Box 830688
Richardson, TX 75083-0588
214-690-2852
SWRI Discipline: Solar Terr.,Atmoepheric,
.... Spacelab
Ron Janetzke Machine : VAX-II/750
Southuest Research Institute Bldg. : 58
Division 15 Rm. = F9
P. O. Drauer 28510
San Antonio, Texas 78284
(512) 584-5111 ext.-3318
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NOAA Disciplines Solar Terr., Space Environ-
---- meat
Joe H. Allen Machine :. VAX-III7_
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Bldg. : Research Lab Bldg. #3
Administration Re. : 138
325 Broaduay
Boulder, Colorado 8_3_3
3_3/497-6323
FTS 320-6323
NCAR Discipline: Atmospheric
Barb Emery Machine : Micro PDP-II
NCAR Bldg. : Mesa Lab
P.O. Box 3_ Ra. : 498
Boulder, CO 803_7
3B3/497-1596
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADOAT BOULDER Disciplines Ataosphsric,ABtrophyatoe
Randy Davis Machine : LASP DECnst router
University of Colorado Bldg. : Duane Physics Complex
Boulder Colorado 8_309 Rs. : D322
3E3/492-6867
3E3/492-544_ (Alt)
Lunar and Planetary Institute Discipline: Planetary
Kinpong Leung Machine : VAX-11/78_
McGetchin Hall Bldg. : McGetchin Hall
3303 NASA Rd. 1 Ra. : M293
Houston TX 77_58
7131485-2155
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO Discipline: Oceans
Vinos Troisi Hachine : RSC Bldg. 2
CIRES, Campus Box 449 Rm. : 251
University of Colorado
Boulder, CO 8_3_9
3_3/497-5311
FTS (32_-5311)
TEXAS A & H Discipline: Oceans
Steven J. Morley Machine : VAX-l175_
Oceanogr. & Meteorology Bldg. Bldg. : Oceanogr. & Meteor. Bldg.
Room 6e2 Bs. : 817
Texas A & M
College Station, TX 77843
409/845-4014
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METHODS OF DOWNLOADING TO USER INSTITUTIONS
Mr. Lloyd Treinish
Data Management Systems Facility
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
The PCDS not only supports the ability to output data in a uniform structure
via the Common Data Format (CDF> but also supports the ability to provide
data in native format for any data set supported by the PCDS. Methods were
discussed for acquiring data in either format from the PCDS for further work
at remote sites. Four levels of remote utilization were defined, based on
the extent of offloading the NSSDC _omputer and local PCDS processing.
Characteristics of each level were thoroughly explained in the presentation,
including details of information and data transfers, downloading, uploadlnG,
and offloading of the NSSDC computer. Only the levels themselves are
specified here. The characteristics can be found in the accompanying
viewgraphs.
The first level defined is that of a network-based distributed PCDS. A
subset of the PCDS software is ported to another VAX and made available on a
network (i.e., SPAN) node. There is no subset of the PCDS at the second
level, but it is also network based. Non-network utilization of the PCDS,
requiring dial-up loG on, is denoted as a third level. Finally, at the
fourth level, personal computer utilization of the PCDS through dial-up log
on with proper terminal emulation is defined.
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Methodsof Downloading
Datafromthe PCDSto
User Institutions
Lloyd A. Treinish
NationalSpace Science Data Center
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Levelsof Remote
PCDSUtilization
u1
I
u1
0 Distributed ProcessingConcepts
_0 NetworkUtilization
0 Non-Network Utilization
0 PersonalComputerUtilization
Network-Based PCDS Processing Concepts
Custom IDataManip. Graphics Catalog Inventory Access DataManip. Graphics
CDF _ Meta Data Base CDF
ORACLE
DistributedProcessingConcepts
underPCDSVersion4.0
O NSSDC-Based CentraizedMeta Dat_ Base & Data Archive
O RemotePCDS Subseton SPAN Nodes (> = DEC MicroVAXII):
- Graphics
- Data Manipulation
- [CDF, TEMPLATE& TAE]U1
I
Lrt
= O DECNet Logon (SET HOST) for the PCDS at NSSDC
0 Meta Data Transfersin ASCII Files:
- CatalogSectionsfor Verification,Update & Remote Printing
- InventoryReportsfor Remote Printing
0 DownloadCDFs for RemoteProcessing:
- Graphics
- Data Manipulation
- Ustings
- CustomAnalysis
- Creationof 'Value-Added" Data
DistributedProcessingConcepts
underPCDSVersion4.0 (CoMinued)
O Upload New Data in CDF for Full NSSDC.Support:
- ProducerProvidesCatalogInformahon
- "AutomatedIngest"into Inventory
- Data Access,Data Manipulation& Graphicsby Default
U'I
I
U1
= O Uploadand DownloadGraphics:
- TEMPLATE"Pseudo-Device"Files
- TAE "Macro"Meta Descriptions
- TakeAdvantageof SpecialRemoteHardware
0 Rle Transfersto and from NSSDC:
- SmallVolume-- DECNET
- Moderateto _ Volume-- MagneticTape
- LargeArchivalVolume-- OpticalDisk
0 SignificantOff-loadingof Processing& Storagefrom the NSSDC
NetworkUtilizationof the PCDS
O DECNet Logon (SET HOST) for the PCDS at NSSDC
= O Meta Data Transfersin ASCII Files:
" - Catalog Sections for Verification, Update & RemotePrinting
- InventoryReports for Remote Printing
- CDF Listings for Remote Printing
O Download Graphics:
- Device-Dependent Protocolsvia TEMPLATE
- TEMPLATE"Pseudo-Device" Files (if TEMPLATEInstalled)
iNetworkUtilization
of the PCDS(Continued)
O Downloadand UploadData in CDF (if CDF Installed):
- Custom Analysis
- Creation of '_/alue-Added" Data
U1
, - Producer ProvidesCatalog InformationU'I
.,J
- "Automated Ingest" into Inventory
- Data Access, Data Manipulation & Graphics by Default
O File Transfersto and from NSSDC:
- Small Volume -- DECNET
- Moderate to Large Volume -- Magnetic Tape
- Large Archival Volume -- Optical Disk
O Some Off-loading of Processing& Storage from the NSSDC
.......... III i I ll II ,i ........... I
Non-NetworkUtilizationof the PCDS
O DialupLogonfor the PCDSat NSSDC
O Meta Data Transfersin ASCIIFiles:
- CatalogSectionsfor Verification& RemoteFrinting
- InventoryReportsfor RemotePri_ing
- CDF Ustingsfor RemotePrinting
0 DownloadGraphicsh Device-DependentProtocolsvia TEMPLATE
LTI
I
_o O Downloadand UploadData in CDF (if CDF Installed):
- CustomAnalysis
- Creationof '_/alue-Added"Data
- ProducerProvidesCatalogInformation
- "AutomatedIngest"into Inventory
- Data Access,Data Manipulation& Graphicsby Default
O File Transfersto and from NSSDC:
- VerySmallVolume-- PhoneLine
- Smallto LargeVolume-- MagneticTape
0 MinimalOff-loadingof Processing& Storagefrom the NSSDC
Iml I Ill I I I hill ill
PersonalComputerUtilizationof the PCDS
O Dialup Logon for the PCDS at NSSDC
O TerminalEmulation/DataTransfer/Communication,_Examples:
- IBM PC withoutgraphics -- vr-IOO Emulation
PrinterOutput
- IBM PC with standard graphics -- VT-iO0/leldronix 4010 Emulation
Printer/PlotterOutput
- IBM PC with enhanced graphics -- Tektronix4105/4107Emulation
_" MicroTEMPLATEI
LTI
,o Printer/PlotterO,.dput
- Apple Macintosh-- V'l'-IOO/'l'ektronix4010 Emulation
Pfinter/Plofler Output
MacPaint/MacDraw
O Meta Data Transfersin ASCII Files:
- Catalog Sectionslor Verification& Remote Printiro
- InventoryReportsfor Remote Prir,ting
- CDF Ustingsfor Remote Printing
O DownloadGraphicsin Device-Dependent Protocolsvia TEMPLATE
O NegligibleOIf-loadng of Processing& Storage from the NSSDC
I _l ii n i =rll i

OPTICAL DISKS
Mr. Brian Lopez-Swafford
Sigma Data
Program and System Development
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
A comprehensive overview of the different types of optical storage
technology was presented. Research efforts to integrate this technology
into the VAX/VMS environment were then discussed. In addition, plans for
future applications of optical disk technology were described. The
applications should prove to be beneficial to the NSSDC user community as a
whole. Of particular interest is the concentration on the collaboration
with the Dynamics Explorer project.
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Brlan Lopez.Swa'¢ford
J_n30, 1986
Topics
o Overview of optical-storage technology
ul
I
_" cal storageo NSSDC's work in opti
0 Future applications
Opli ca l Slorage Devices
o Compact Disk - Read Only Memory (CD-ROM)
o Write Once Disks
ul
I
o Write Once Tapes
o Erasable Optical Disks
CD-ROM
o Read only, Data must be sent to manufacturer
to be written to disk,
o Media is extremely durable and not susceptible
to forms of corrosion,
I
o Capacity - 600 Mbytes,
o Cost:
drive - $1500
master d'lsk - $5000
extra disk - $30
Wri te  Once Disks 
o User can w r i t e  t o  disk online. 
o Media has an advertised l i f e  expectancy 
o f  about ten years. 
o Capaci t i es: 
Cost:  
dr ive - $5000 
media - $150 
dr ive - $ 1  1000 
media - $400 
W r i t e  Once Tapes 
o Advert ised 1 i f e  expectancy of  >50 years. 
o Capacity - 4 Gbytes. 
o 5 1 /4" tape cartr idges. 
o No t  yet  commercial ly avai lable.  
Erasable Optical Disks 
o Media i s  erasable not updatable. 
o Same data densities as w r i t e  once drives. 
o Not yet  commercial ly available. 
ptical storage so a t t r a c t i v e ?  
o Ultra-high data  densities on a small l i g h t  
w e i g h t  disk o r  tape. 
o The media i s  removable so one dr ive has access 
t o  many l a rge  datasets. 
o Disks a re  random access. 
i n  DP environment? 
o Op t i ca l  media  w i l l  not rep lace magnetic disks 
because o f  thei r  non-updatable nature. 
o It wil l  rep lace  tapes as a fast  access a r c h i v a l  
media. 
Development a t  NSSDC 
o The goal ' is  t o  i n t e g r a t e  the w r i t e  once drives into 
the DEC environment as native peripherals. 
1 > U n i v e r s i t y  o f  Texas a t  Dal  las (UTD) 
del ivered a w r i t e  once optical subsystem 
for RSX-1 1M t o  NSSDC in  summer 85, 
2 )  Building on the UTD approach, NSSDC i s  
developing a VMS device dr iver for the 
opt ica l  subsystem. 
o Extensive test ing i s  be ing  conducted a t  NSSDC t o  
measure the re1 i ab i l  i t y  o f  the opt ical  disk drive. 
o NSSDC i s  col laborating in  a study 
by NBS t o  determine media r e l i a b i l i t y .  
Plans f o r  the Future 
o NSSDC and the Dynamics Exp lorer  (DE) p ro jec t  
will in i t iate an RFP for approximately 20 o f  
the w r i t e  once disk drives i n  March 1986, 
o The DE investigators w i l l  supply data t o  the NSSDC 
on opt ica l  disk i n  the CDF format. 
o Valuable NSSDC holdings (eg. frequently used PCDS 
datasets) w i l l  also be wr i t ten t o  opt ica l  disks f o r  
fas t  access either local ly o r  over the network. 
THE CDF SOFTWARE PACKAGE
Mr. C. Edwin Wilson
Science Applications Research
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
This presentation outlined the concepts that are fundamental to the new
Common Data Format. With PCDS Version 4.0, the Common Data Format (CDF)
will supersede the Climate Data File (also CDF) of earlier versions. This
new format incorporates generalizations in both design and terminology that
make it applicable to multidisciplinary data sets. Furthermore, the new CDF
will be made available to programmers as a software package that shields
them from the low-level details of file formats.
The CDF interface routines create an abstract conceptual environment for the
scientific programmer. The principle concept for "visualizing" a CDF is
known as the "basic grid." A basic grid is an n-dimensional block by means
of which a CDF is constructed. The size of the block may vary from one CDF
to another, but is constant within any individual CDF. Thus, the basic grid
serves as a fundamental uniform building block for a CDF. The number of
grid dimensions and the size of each dimension are chosen by the scientist/
programmer to represent the patterns by which data are structured. For
example, each cyclic independent variable would typically give rise to a
basic grid dimension with size equal to the number of distinct values in the
variable's cycle.
The uniform grid structure appears to the programmer to be propagated into
each record for each variable. The CDF stores a variable value for each
lattice point of the grid for each record. These data values are inserted
and retrieved simply by specifying the variable's identifier, a record
number, and the indices that specify the lattice point of interest. The CDF
creation routines allow the programmer to specify which variables remain
invariant with respect to each grid dimension or the record number. The
software uses this information to avoid redundant storage of repeated data
values.
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THE COMMON DATA
FORMAT (CDF)
• MAKES FEASIBLE THE DISTRIBUTION OF DATA-SET-INDEPENDENT
SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR ANALYSIS AND DISPLAY
(._
• PROVIDES A COMMON STRUCTURE FOR ACQUISITION AND
DISTRIBUTION OF DATA
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE CDF
SOFTWARE PACKAGE
• SOFTWARE FOUNDATION FOR DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS
• DATA SET INDEPENDENCE
I
• READILY APPLICABLE TO INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
• SINGLE MECHANISM FOR ORGANIZING DATA INTO MULTIDIMENSIONAL
STRUCTURES CONSISTENT WITH SCIENTIFIC INTERPRETATION
• SIMPLE ABSTRACT CONCEPTUAL ENVIRONMENT FOR SCIENTIFIC
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMER
USING THE CDF
SOFTWARE PACKAGE
YOUNDON'TJHAVETO:
• WRITE MESSY FORTRAN FORMAT STATEMENTS
o DO MESSY RECORD NUMBER CALCULATIONS TO FIND LOCATION OF AN
ARRAY VALUE
ALL YOU HAVE TO _ IS:
• JLEARN A FEW SIMPLE CONCEPTSJAND APPLY THEM TO CALLING THE
CDF INTERFACE ROUTINES
FUNDAMENTAL CDF
CONCEPTS
• DATA ELEMENT
• DATA RECORD
u1
I
-,4
• CDF BASI C GRID
• CDF RANK
• VARIABLE
SAMPLE DATA ELEMENT
DESCRIPTION
ELEMENT MNEMONIC: TEMP
ELEMENT NAME: TEMPERATURE
UNITS: DEG.K
DATA TYPE: REAL
RESOLUTION: 0.6
DISPLAY FORMAT: F7.3
VALID RANGE: 170. TO 290.
DATA RECORDS IN SAMPLE
DATA ENSEMBLE
ELEMENT: TIME LONG LAT TEMP
DATA RECORD #1 0100 150 W 30 N 200
=
#2 0100 150 W 40 N 195
#3 0100 165 W 30 N 196
#4 0100 165 W 40 N 190
#5 0130 150 W 30 N 203
#6 0130 150 W 40 N 194
#7 0130 165 W 30 N 195
#8 0130 165 W 40 N 197
ATTRIBUTES OF SAMPLE
DATA ENSEMBLE
TIME LONG LAT TEMP
BLOCKS OF CYCLIC CYCLIC VARIES
IDENTICAL FI ED FI ED TIME,
VALUES VALUES VALUES LAT,
(165 W, 150 W) (30 N, 40 N) LONG
THERE IS A 2-BY-2 GRID OF TEMPERATURE VALUES FOR
EACH OBSERVATION TIME.
LONG "GENERATES" ONE GRID DIMENSION,
LAT "GENERATES" SECOND GRID DIMENSION.
SAMPLE DATA ENSEMBLE
RESTRUCTURED
TIME LONG LAT TEMP
RECORD#1 40 _ 190[_195= 0100, 165 W,__,150 W 3 F::__J_O0!
o
RECORD #2 19;fF-'I194
013_ 195,L___J,203
I i
INVARIANT INVARIANT
WITH WITH
RECORD RECORD
NUMBER NUMBER
SAMPLE DATA ENSEMBLE
CDF PROGRAMMER'S VIEW
CDF BASIC GRID IS A 2-BY-2 BLOCK.
TIME LONG LAT TEMP
0100___.__,[0100 165 50 W 30 0 N 196,],___],200
0130__40130iss sow 30 0N ISSL___203
VALUES OF ELEMENTS THAT ARE INVARIANT WITH RECORD NUMBER
APPEAR TO BE DUPLICATED FOR SUCCESSIVE RECORDS.
VALUES OF ELEMENTS THAT ARE INVARIANT WITH RESPECT TO
A BASIC GRID DIMENSION APPEAR TO BE DUPLICATED ACROSS
THAT DIMENSION.
SAMPLE DATA ENSEMBLE
CDF SPECIFICATIONS
CDF RANK = DIMENSIONALITY OF BASIC GRID = 2
VARIABLES
Lm
, ELF_ TIME LONG LAT IE_
IST DIMENSION VARIANCE: FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE
(---)
2ND DIMENSION VARIANCE: FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE
(I)
RECORDVARIANCE: TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
CDF DATA INSERTION,
ACCESS, AND UPDATE
TWO FORTRAN-77 ROUTINES:
CDF_PUT (CDF_ID, VARIABLE_NUMBER, RECORD_NUMBER,
_" BASIC_GRID_INDICES, DATA_VALUE, RETURN_STATUS_CODE)
GO
L,J
CDF_GET (CDF_ID, VARIABLE_NUMBER, RECORD_NUMBER,
BASIC_GRID_INDICES, DATA_VALUE, RETURN_STATUS_CODE)
ONCE DATA ELEMENT DICTIONARY IS DEFINED AND DATA ENSEMBLE STRUCTURE
SPECIFIED; PROGRAMMER DOES NOT NEED TO KEEP TRACK OF DIMENSION AND
RECORD VARIANCES.
CDF DATA ABSTRACTION
SUMMARY
CDF DATA ENSEMBLE APPEARS TO BE BUILT FROM MULTIPLE OCCURRENCES
OF A SINGLE N-DIMENSIONAL BLOCK THAT IS CONSISTENT WITH THE
SCIENTIFIC INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA.
I
VALUES FOR DIFFERENT DATA ELEMENTS ARE CORRELATED SIMPLY BY USE
OF IDENTICAL RECORD NUMBERS AND BASIC GRID INDICES.
REDUNDANT PHYSICAL STORAGE OF DATA FOR CYCLIC VARIABLES IS
ELIMINATED BY SPECIFICATION OF RECORD AND GRID DIMENSION
VARIANCES.
6. USER DISCUSSION
AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

6. USER DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Although the recon_endations summarized here have been drawn from sessions
throughout the workshop, they come primarily f¢om the "Discussion of New
Data Sets and New Capabilities" and from Dr. Ferdinand Baer's session on
formalizing workshop recommendations. Most of the recommendations seem to
logically fall into five major categories. They are listed by these
categories in the following subsections to facilitate interpretation.
Occasionally, contradictory statements occur because this listing attempts
to be comprehensive, and no determination of the desirability of
implementing particular recommendations was made. We sincerely thank Dr.
Baer for his contribution in chairing the session in which the
recommendations were formalized.
Some of the recommendations presented extend beyond the present scope of
PCDS. Action has already been taken on others, and others have been
minimally addressed.
6.1 INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
• Develop an on-line "electronic" newsletter.
• Provide an on-line capability for user comments and requests.
• Provide more PCDS news in the NSSDC Newsletter.
• Develop additional tutorials to train new users on the system.
• Provide continued consultation for "hands-on" training.
• Recommend graphics software packages to users whose needs extend beyond
the capabilities of PCDS.
• Provide an "800" number for long-distance users.
• Expand the number of nodes on telecommunications networks to provide
system access to remote users through SPAN, ARPANET, NPSS, ESN, SESNET,
NOAANET, BITNET, NSFNET, ETHERNET, UNIDATA, etc.
6.2 OPERATIONS/SYSTEMS ACCESS
• Continue to provide access 24 hours a day (except for necessary
backups), extending operator support by I to 2 hours to remove "east
coast" bias.
• Provide user access to enough disk space to allow transfer of data from
operator-mounted tapes to scratch disks during attended operation hours
so that work can continue late at night or on weekends.
• Provide enough tape drives to give current users easy access to tape
data.
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• Establish criteria for system access by identifying the NASA community
versus the outside user community.
• Establish criteria for non-NASA agencies to access PCDS for such
purposes as technical exchanges, etc.
• Make decisions about "time" restrictions, allocation of user disk space,
and allocation of specific tape drives for different users.
• Arrange for the appointment of a board or committee to help define
guidelines for hardware acquisition and system configuration to support
user demands.
6.3 DATA SET SUPPORT
• Establish a committee to recommend new data sets in anticipation of
project needs.
• Establish priorities for inclusion of data sets.
• Establish priorities for maintenance of data sets based on use and need.
• Include the entire NMC analysis data in PCDS.
• Make a commitment to support entire data sets continuously to provide
long-term records needed by climatologists.
• Prioritize correlative or value-added data sets for inclusion in PCDS,
and minimally archive these correlative or value-added data sets.
• Establish the "common data format" (CDF) as a standard and distribute
the CDF software.
• Require data suppliers to provide complete and accurate documentation
with each data set.
• Incorporate current releases of data bases when errors are discovered
and revisions become available.
• Support the TOVS data bases.
• Define more clearly and/or conclude whether PCDS is an archive or an
analytical service.
6.4 CATALOG
• Make the on-line catalog available to everyone, regardless of
affiliation.
• Provide access to other catalogs and direct users to other appropriate
catalog sources where needed.
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• Assist in determining the scope of new catalogs that plan to include
complementary or overlapping entries by deciding upon the breadth and
depth of information to be captured about a particular data set.
6.5 SOFTWARE CAPABILITIES
• Provide mathematical analysis tools (e.g., Fourier analysis).
• Provide statistical analysis capabilities (e.g., regression).
• Provide more detailed base maps.
• Provide global grid overlays.
• Provide nonproprietary software and guidance for implementation of such
on other systems.
• Focus on the ability of PCDS to provide browsing of data in order for a
user to choose the tapes of value for his/her particular research.
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The second PCDS Workshop enhanced information exchange, encouraged
university participation, provided an understanding of network access
potentials, facilitated data and information distribution discussion,
provided "hands-on" experience, and provided the medium for the development
of specific recommendations that appear in this document.
The next workshop is tentatively planned for late October or early November
of 1986. The format will provide for even more "hands-on" experience, for
more scientific presentations, user participation, and information exchange.
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8. ADJOURNMENT

ADJOURNMENT MESSAGE
Dr. Milton Halem
Chief, Space Data and Computing Division
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
In an adjournment message, Dr. Milton Halem noted the interest and positive
response from a growing group of workshop participants (more than I00
registered participants representing 33 organizations). He confirmed the
commitment from Headquarters for the continued support of the PCDS and
commented on the possibility of the PCDS serving as groundwork for a future
Earth Observing Information System. In addition, Dr. Halem communicated
Headquarters' continued support of remote university access to the PCDS and
of introducing it as a classroom tool for graduate space data research
studies. Presently, two major university meteorology departments are
offering graduate climatology courses where the PCDS is an integral part of
the curriculum, and NASA is prepared to initiate and support several more
this year.
Dr. Halem remarked that the PCDS has reached "a new level of capability in
terms of research support and data holdings that should make it even more
valuable to investigators." He expects to see a major performance increase
in the responsiveness of the PCDS as a result of significant increases in
computing resources and the introduction of exciting new data holdings. He
looks forward to next year's workshop where greater emphasis will be placed
on the research accomplishments using PCDS data sets.
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Ms. Ai Fang
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Data Management Systems Facility:
Dr. Paul Smith, Acting PCDS Project Manager
Ms. J. Elizabeth Cleveland
Ms. Mary Ford
Mr. Gregory Goucher
Ms. Mary Grace Reph
Ms. Regina Sylto
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Science Applications Research:
Mr. Ernest Daddio
Mr. Michael Gough
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Associated Weather Services, Inc.:
Bruce Bailey
Dave Smalley
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Business and Technology Systems:
Dr. Blanche Meeson
California Institute of Technology:
Ted Sesplaukis
Dennis Wittman
Computer Technology Associates:
Chieh-San Cheng
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General Software Corporation:
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Georgia Institute of Technology:
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Dr. Frederick Henderson
Goddard Institute for Space Studies:
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Goddard Space Flight Center:
William Bandeen
Dr. Don Cavalieri
Hong-Yee Chiu
Dr. Joey Comiso
Dr. Igor Eberstein
Dr. Richard Goldberg
Greg Goucher
Dr. James Green
Ernest Hilsenrath
Robert Hudson
Dr. Ed Hurley
Dr. Paul Hwang
Dr. Eugenia Kalnay
Dr. Joseph King
Barbara Lowrey
Dr. Eugene Maier
Dr. E. Mollo-Christensen
Charles Murray, Jr.
Ernest Nell
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Mary Reph
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Dr. Paul Smith
Regina Sylto
Dr. James Trainor
Lloyd Trelnish
Karen Weiler
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NASA Headquarters:
Dr. Robert Curran
Dr James Dodge
Ms Ai Fang
Dr Dudley McConnell
Dr Robert Schiffer
Ms Diane Wickland
Dr John Wilson
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Ing. Gilberto Tisnado
International Geozraphical Union:
Dr. Duane Marble
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Iowa State University
Warren Heilman
Jet Propulsion Laboratory:
Tom Duxbury
Beth Martin
Dr. David Nichols
Sandy Winterhalter
Joint Oceanographic Institute:
H. Frank Eden
Kansas State University:
Chassem Asrar
Langley Research Center:
Joseph Drewry
Robin Link
David McDougal
Charles Woerner
Mary Alice Woerner
Massachusetts Institute of Technology:
James Risbey
Michigan State University:
John Bartholic
Dr. Kyle Kittleson
National Center for Atmospheric Research:
Patrick Kennedy
National Climate Program Offlce:
William Sprigg
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National Climatic Data Center:
Danny FulbriEht
National Science Foundation:
Guy Guthridge
Vaury Lee
Pamela Stephens
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NOAA/Climate Analysis Center:
David Rodenhuis
Phill£p Arkin
NOAA/DOC/NOS:
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NOAAIERL Climate Research Program:
Scott Woodruff
NOAA/National Meteorological Center:
Lawrence Sager
NOAA/NESDIS:
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Dr. Herbert Jacobow_tz
Bruce Needhan
Dr. GeorEe OhrinE
Dr. Larry Stowe
NOAA/NESDIS Satelllte Applications Lab:
Dr. Krishna Rao
NOAAINESDIS/NCDC
Michael MiEnogno
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NOAA/NESDIS/NODC:
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Philip Hadsell
Gregory Withee
NOAA/NODC:
Jim Audet
Yu-Jean Liang
Dr. Steven Patterson
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Office of Naval Research:
Dr. Thomas Curtin
Pacific Northwest Laboratories:
Erik Pearson
Penn State University:
Dr. John Dutton
Paul Sharum
Republic Management Systems Technologies, Inc.:
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Liz Ramey
Science Applications Research:
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Carol Hoxie
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Frank Porto
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Dr. Surendra Ray
Science and Technology Corporation:
Dr. Edward Burlbaw
Dr. Roger Davis
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Please Note: Participants have been listed with or without titles as they
registered for the workshop.
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